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ALIJUQUEIIQUE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 9, 1903

WOMAN SHOOTS
FORMER LOVER
More of St. Louis9
are Indicted.
4

dlately forthwith a writ was served
and they were requested to appear In
court to answer charges.
The $20 was then forthcoming and
so was the $2.60 for fees.
The only mistake made was that He
none of lue parties interested had ever
studied political economy In the west.
They are such nice fellows, too.

FUNERAL OF MRS. PORTER AT PARIS
The Union League Club Will Demand Rights

for the Negroes.
Kansas City, April 9. Mrs. Amanda
Wlll ams, who came here recently
from Texas, shot and fatally wounded
Carroll Mix, of Fayettevlile, Ark.,
whil?thelatter was asleep in hisToom
at 4 5 West Ninth street today. At the
police station later she refused to talk.
Mrs. Williams and Mix were former
sweethearts. The woman was deserted 1 her husband some time ago In a
Tex? 3 town and until recently had
been in Fayettevlile, Mix, it appears,
came to Kansas City a few days ago
to e cape the woman, who had followed him, apparently Intent on taking
his life. Mix, who was taken to the
hospital in a dying condition, said he
had come to Kansas City a few days
i ago to get away from the woman and
sald that he did not know she was in
Jthe city.
T
Mr a Wllllnma la U( vonra flltl and
Mix is 29.
Mrs. Williams, later in a statement to the prosecutor, admitted that
she had purchased the revolver with
which she shot Mix, a month ago, and
that she had planned the shooting deliberately. She was cool and collected
when arrested, but later in her cell
hysterical and expressed extreme sorrow for her deed.
The woman says that her husband is
James Williams, of Gainesville, Texas.
At noon Mix was still alive.
.

be-ca-

BOODLERS INDICTED.

St Louis Grand Jury Investigating
Baking Powder Bribery.
st TjihIb. Anril 9. The ADril erand.
jury, impanelled today in tne criminal
division of St. Louis circuit court by
yudge Ryan took up the charges of
bribery going out of the state alum
Charges
baking powder legislation.
, have been made by Lieutenant Governor John A. Lee that Daniel K. Kelley,
of New York, alleged legislative agent
of the baking powder trust, attempted
to give him $1,000 to secure the ap
nnintmpnt. nf a aenflrA rnmmltfpA that
would handle the bill to repeal the law
l
V prohibiting the manufacture of "alum"
I baking powder In Missouri, for the in
JtereBts ot the trust. Kelley, who was

... ..

j.

railway companies,
Great Northern
but allowing the return of such stock
as held by it to be delivered to the
holding company. The opinion was
unanimous, all four judges concurring.
The opinion was written by Judge
Thayer.
Case Appealed.
New York, April 9. The case of the
Northern Securities company will be
appealed.
Opinion of Lawyers.
New York, April 9. One of the leading counsel in the Northern Securities
case says:
'As yet this is an undigested opin
ion, but from the hasty glance I have
given it I call your attention to the
closing phrase of the judges' order,
which practically nullifies the whole
effect of the decision. It provides that
the Northern Securities case may
transfer and assign and transfer the
stock ot the Northern Pacific and
Great Northern roads now held by it
to such person or persons as are now
the holders and owners of its stock
originally issued In exchange for the
stock of said companies. This right
of transfer is vital and It seems to me
renders nugatory the main conclusion
of the court. However, it is too arly
to say much."
A representative of J. P. Morgan &
Co. said the decision put a new light
on the entire matter and would enable
the lawyers of the Northern Securities
company to work along new lines. J.
P. Morgan refused to talk until he had
read the full decision.
Drop in Price of Stocks.
New York, April 9. The announce
ment that the Northern
Securities
case had been decided in favor of the
government by the United States circuit court today threw the market
into commotion and prices melted
away rapidly. Gains were practically
out. The net losses established were:
St. Louis & San Francisco, 3VA Rock
Island, 1V6; Northwestern and Colo
rado Fuel, lhi; New York Central, 1
and Pennsylvania and Missouri Pacific
generally ran
1. The reactions
1 and 2 points. Lackawanna re
acted 7, and Northern Securities on
the curb sold down from 106 Vs to 103
The market steadied and became dull
in course of the hour.

ago at the request of Governor Dock
ery, was released later on his recog
nizance.
A requisition for Kelley, signed by
Governor Dockery, is now in the hands
of a St. Louis detective en route to
New York City and a telegram has
been sent by Circuit Attorney Folk to
ONLY A HORSE,
District Attorney Jerome asking that
Kelley be
and held to await
I the arrival of the requisition papers,
Tho Investigation heenn liv th errand But It Cost Two Visitors Cousider
Jury here today is preliminary to that
to be made at Jefferson City next Mon
able Trouble.
I
i
Hn
.K.
U
ua , TIIICU
UIC
I
j giauu,1 Jul. .
1 will reconvene and take up the matter
-

1
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THE "TWENTY"

)

Funeral of Mrs. Porter.
Paris, April 9. The fur.eral of Mrs
Porter, wife of the American ambassa
dor, was held at 11 this morning at
the American church and was an ini
pressive tribute, the heads of the
Fiench government, members of the
diplomatic corps and many representa
tives of the American colony partlel

rating.

Will Protect Rights of Negroes.
New York, April 9. Members of the

Union League club of this city will
take radical steps, it is said, favoring
negro suffrage in the south at their
April meeting tonight. In a word, con
gresa will be appealed to to deal with
the question along radical reduction of
representation of the southern states
in congress. One of the prime movers
is said to be the former secretary of
the Interior, Cornelius N. Bliss. Pres
ldent Roosevelt was president of the
club in 1899, and is still prominent in
its councils.
MERCER

Northern

BEATEN.

Securities Company Beaten
In Important Case.

St. Paul, April 9.

The Northern Sedecided in
favor of the United States by the
United States circuit court. The decision which was handed down at
noon enjoins the company from voting
the stock of the Northern Pacific or

curities case was today

WAS PAID.

On First street, in front of the Alva
rado, a day or two since, stood four
gentlemen engaged in an animated dis
cussion.
The first two gentlemen were by all
appearances irom tne east. One was
dark and slight, the other was fair,
robust and handsome.
The third was an officer of the law
and his hand held a document of some
moment for it cost $2.50 and no little
trouble.
The fourth was a western horse
Jockey.
The subject of the discussion stood
patiently near by with ears lopping
loose and head resting on its neck at
an angle of comfort but a little unnatural to a well groomed horse with a
little care of life.
This specimen of genus equs, was of
the breed that might on a foggy day
be mistaken for a rain drenched animal of the genus ovls.
He only cost $12.50 but was causing
a mint of trouble.
The horsemen from the east had
hired him from the horseman of the
west for $20 a month. He was tried
and found wanting and returned to the
owner with registered faults attached,
"Ho was not as recommended."
But the owner refused to take him
back unless the $20 was forthcoming.
The tenderfeet refused and imme- -

BELGIUM

greater part of the time from the country and leaves ministers selected by
the people to manage public affairs.

KING

is Not Loved

By People

of

His Country,

Trolley Car Accident.
Battle Creek, Mich., April 9. A trol- HIS BIRTHDAY- - NOT CELEBRATED
ley car was struck ly a Grand Trunk
train today at the Jefferson avenue
crossing, and smashed Into kindling
wood.
Two passengers, Miss Clara Emperor of Austria Washes Feet of
Moorehouse and A. E. Rossman, were
Twelve Aged Men.
seriously injured. The escape of the
other occupants of the car was almost
miraculous.
CRUISER

Panama Canal Concessions.
London, April 9. Negotiations are
proceeding, according to the Birming
ham Post, between the United States
and Great Britain with the object of
obtaining certain privileges for British
commerce in connection with the
Panama canal, when built. The Post
says the concessions Include opportu
nities for repairing and coaling ships
and privileges helpful to the British
squadrons in North Atlantic and West
Indian waters in return for facilities
to be granted the United States navy.

COLORADO

TO BE LAUNCHED

Today was the
Brussels, April
birthday of King Leopold,
who was born April 9, 1835. The capit
al and the country generally allowed
the anniversary to pass unnoticed, in
contrast to the loyal celebrations held
throughout Denmark yesterday on the
birthday of
occasion of the eigth-fiftthe venerable and beloved King Christ
ian.
It is not to be assumed, however,
that Leopold is strlckly speaking un
popular with his subjects. It may be
said truthfully that the vast majority
of the people regard their king with
feeling of utter Indifference rather
than any pronounced dislike. His
majesty has the wisdom to concern
himself little with the pqlitical affairs
of his kingdom, absents himself the
9.

Ixty-elgt-

h

h

Fair Will Case.
New York, April 9. The referee in
the hearing growing out of a contest
over the estate of the late Charles L.
Fair today denied a motion of the
counsel for Mrs. Vanderbilt and Mrs,
Oelrlchs to take the evidence today of
Alfred M. Oranne, a Frenchman. The
referee Insisted that the court must
decide whether Luclen Mas, the first
of the French witnesses, must answer
COURT HOUSE INCIDENT.
questions to which he declined to re
spond. Counsel for Mrs. Hannah Nel
son said: "The witnesses to be ex
amined are here from France. They It Occurred in the Assessor's Office
are no way In control of the plaintiff
and may leave for home any time.'
and Every Word True.
The examination will be resumed Mon
day.

Shrewd observers see many more
things in Belgium to cause grave concern than the doings of royalty. In
fact, Leopold might abdicate at any
moment, as it Is believed he will one
of these days, without causing scarce
ly a ripple on the surface. Socialism,
clericalism and other matters of like
importance occupy the public mind.
One portion of the country hopes for
union with Germany and another looks
forward hopefully to a closer relation- hip with France, but neither faction
gives heed to the king or what might
become of him In case the hopes of
either were realized.
Were Belgulm to become a republic
or be absorbed by either ot her power
ful neighbors
the event would not
cause King Lcoio!d much worry. On
the contrary, his majesty, relieved
from all official cares, would doubtless
pass his old age in a manner to be en
vied by most mortals. It Is believed
that out of his Congo ventures he has
made a gigantic fortune, and he has
prepared for himself, as though looking forward to giving up the throne, a
magniucent royal residence by the
blue waters
of the Mediterranean.
The residence is built on the plateau
overlooking Villafranche, amid the
Twenty
most enchanting scenery.
acres have been laid out In the dream
iest of gardens and plantations, and
the fragrant odors of southern vegeta
tions prevade the domain. During the
last few years Leopold has steadied
down considerably, has lost his fondness for the Incognito and the avenues
of pleasure, and has given himself
over largely to the pleasures of yatch- Ing in waters remote from his little
kingdom.

HOW ONE RETURN WAS RAISED.
Master Mechanic Barnes and family
residing on South Third street, will
probably leave tonight or tomorrow
The Citizen representa- for Chicago, where they will take a va S While
was
tlve
at the court house, yes- cation, visiting friends and having
' terday, examining certain
returns
good time
generally,
for several
by certain taxpayers,
in
handed
weeks.
in walked a certain well known
railroad employe, who is a prop- PRESIDENT RIPLEY.
X erty owner of this city.
He had ben reading the bluff X
articles in the Democrat, and, .
like a few merchants In the city,
Hours Last
Was Here a Fe
N he naturally thought a great in- justice had been done him by the X
With Other Officials.
officials In power.
Looking straight at the assess- or, he said, with considerable
EN ROUTE TO PACIFIC COAST.
V emphasis on certain words:
"I am here to make my tax re- turns, but I don't propose to be
The Santa Fe officials expected in
robbed. I am told that my neigh- Albuquerque last night, arrived as giv
bor turns In his property at a low
en in The Citizen of yesterday, but
rate and Is favored and I ain't
did not spend the night at the Alvara
going to stand such injustice."
do as expected.
The assessor knew the gentle- President E. P. Ripley and Vice
man and others In the adjoining
President J. W. Kendrick, the last of
room knew him.
the party to arrive, came in shortly V After he had concluded his
after 7 o'clock in private car attached
talk, which assumed a tirade, the
to west bound passenger train No. 1.
V assessor
asked him what he
The whole party consisting of the
would take for his property, and
above named gentlemen and General
be said he thought it was worth
Manager A. G. Wells, of the coast
between $2,500 and $3,000. His
lines; General Superintendent F.
return for last year was then
Sliepard, Superintendent I. L. Hlbbard
brought forth, and on bis lot be
Joughlns
Mechanical Superintendent
placed a valuation of $100 and on
and Superintendent of Motive Power
his residence $3u0, a total valua- Henderson, met in the lobby of the ho
tion of only $400.
tel and chatted pleasantly until about
The assessor then inquired of
9 o clock, when a special containing V the gentleman the name of his
President Ripley's car, General Man
neighbor, whom he accused of be- ager Wells' car and Superintendent
lng favored by the officials,
S
Hibbard's car, left carrying them west.
The name was given, and when X
President Ripley stated that he was
his tax return was examined, to
returning to join bis family at Santa
the utter surprise of the man who N
Barbara, Cal., and finish his vacation,
had made the false accusation. It
which was disturbed several weeks i showed that the favored (?)
ago by him being called east. This
neighbor had listed his lot at
sounds very plausible, but as he Is ac- V $200 and his residence at $700,
companied by the leading officials of
making a total of $900, showing S
the Santa Fe system It Is more than
that the favored (?) neighbor had
likely that some contemplated immade a Just return ot his prop-provements or changes in either traferty, while the gentleman who
fic or subordinate management is the
thought he was being robbed and
mission.
a great injustice was being done
H. R. Nickerson, vice resilient and
him, had made a false return of
general manager of the Mexican Cen- V his property.
tral, which road is very friendly to the
The examination of the two re- Santa Fe, who, with his wife, are
turns had the desired effect, for
spending a week at the Alvarado, enthe railroad employe then re- joyed a pleasant two hours with the
marked to tho assessor:
visiting officials while they were here.
"I am as able as my neighbor
to pay as much taxes as he does,
Freight Wreck.
and fix my returns accordingly.
A freight wreck at Ribera, about V I think all this talk In the Demo- twenty miles west of Las Vegas,
crat about taxes and Injustice Is
caused a delay In the traffic on the V buncombe, and I am convinced is
Santa Fe this morning. The wreck
beln? published for certain polit- was caused by a rear end collision, V leal leasons, not in the Interest
which derailed the freight engine and
of the general public."
Many returns, ami they can all
several cars. The flyer reached Albuquerque a little before 3 o'clock this
be examined, will show that cer- afternoon, having been laid out at I.as
tain people are not making their
Vegas and other points on account ot S returns within
and some
the wreck.
of the actual val- within
uatlon of their real estate, per- Good Friday at St. John's Episcopal
sonal property and stock of nier- church, there will be special services
cbandlse.
at 10 a. m. and 4 p. m.
;

one-sixt-

one-tent-

-
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THE PRESIDENT
HUNTING LIONS
Reporters Rigidly Excluded
From the Park.
HOLLAND RAILROAD STRIKER KILLED

Cattlemen

In

the Indian Territory

Must-Pa-y

Tribal Tax.
Cinnabar, Mont., April 9. President
Roosevelt made an early start this
morning from his headquarters In the
park for an extended trip through certain portions of the reserve. There
are a large number of mountain lions
in the park and as the authorities are
making a determined effort to exterminate them, it is possible the president may get a few shots during his
stay. Notwithstanding that numerous
notices have been given to the outside
world that no newspaper men would
be allowed in the park while the president was there, one enterprising re
porter tried to force his way In yester
day. He rode a horse and had a dog
with him. The man was arrested be
fore he had proceeded far and the dog
shot. Later the correspondent was
released.
,

Striker Killed.

Rotterdam, April 9. A sentinel to
day
on the railroad fired on four rail
Colorado's Launching Next Week.
to leave the line
Washington, April 9. The launch road men who refused
was
lng of the big armored cruiser Colo after being warned. One of them
killed.
originally
rado,
scheduled to take
place at Cramps today, has been de
MUST PAY TAX.
ferred uutil this day next week to suit
the convenience of Borne of those who Cattlemen Compelled to Pay Grazing
are to take a prominent part In the
Tax In Indian Territory.
ceremonies. The big vessel will be
Washington, April 9. The court ot
by Miss Cora Peabody, appeals of the District ot Columbia
christened
daughter of the Governor of Colorado, has the authority pf the Lndian tribes
who will come east for the occasion In Indian Territory to make the pay
accompanied by a party of distinguish- ment of a permit fee or tribal tax preed citizens of the state.
requisite to grazing of cattle and other
live stock within the Indian Territory
by persons who are not members of
FOR FEDERAL BUILDING.
the tribes and has sustained the auth
ority of the secretary of the interior
to enforce such an Indian law by re
The Site Selected is Located on moving from the Indian Territory all
cattle and other live stock upon which
West Gold Avenue.
this fee is not paid. The decision was
rendered in the case of Edward T,
Morris and other Texas cattlemen
MONEY
FOR SAME EN ROUTE.
against Ethan A. Hitchcock, secretary
of the Interior, In which the plaintiffs
sought to enjoin the secretary from
According to a special dispatch re removing from Indian Territory cattle
ceived by the Denver Republican from upon which they had refused to pay
Washington, dated April 7, a favorable the tax.
report has been made by the depart
Want to Quit.
ment of justice upon the site selected
The Hague, April 9. According to
by the government tor the new federal
building at Albuquerque.
The dis tne Vaderland, the railroad employes
patch states further that a treasury union has asked the state railroad
warrant to pay for the property was companies to agree to negotiations for
made out on that date and was mailed settlement ot dispute and the rein
to William J. Johnson, assistant statement ot the men.
cashier Bank of Commerce, from
whom the property, located at the
GOODS RECOVERED.
northwest corner of Gold avenue and
Fourth street, was purchased at a,
cost of $9,920.
Mr. Johnson was seen by a Citizen Officers Find a Sack of Santa Fe
representative
and
this afternoon
Supplies In Acequla.
stated that he had not received the
treasury warrant, and that if mailed
on the date named in the dispatch,
10 ARRESTS MADE.
it would not have had time to reach
him. He also stated that be was notified some time ago that the departYesterday morning brought about
ment of justice had made a favorable
report and had been requested to have the development of a few more facts
deeds of property recorded and for- regarding the recent sensational petit
ward at once. He complied with the thievery from the Santa Fe storerequest and was ot the opinion that house. Officers Hubhell and Hoover of
the transaction had been satisfactory. the Santa Fe were notified yesterday
morning that a large sack of tools had
Emperor Washes Men' Feet.
been discovered laying half burled in
Vienna, April 9. Emperor Francis the mud in the acequla at the Junction
Joseph today performed the annual of South Broadway and Lewis avenue.
Holy Thursday
ceremonAccompanied by Officer Harry Coopial in the presence of the courtiers and er the three men went to the place
the diplomatic corps. After washing sieclfled and found a large sack, filled
the feet of twelve aged nien in com- with files, wrenches, augurs, bits,
memoration of Cnrist's washing of the locks and other small articles, all of
feet of Ills disciples his majesty ser- which were Identified as those missing
ved them with dinner and sent them from the storehouse.
away with gifts of money. The imNo arrests have been made as yet,
perial archdukes assisted in the cere- the officers being unable to place susmony.
picion on any other parties, since the
The ceremonial of Maundy Thurs- arrest and conviction of Justo Mares
day, the day before Good Friday, dates and Florenclo Montano, former emback as far as the fourth century, ployes of the Santa Fe storehouse.
and is supposed to have been a man- Justo Mares, who was arrested on
date from the New Testament John March 20, with stolen property in his
XIII., 31 "to wash each other's feet." possession and later when the house
It was the early practice for prelates was searched It was found well stock-e- d
ami other eminent persons to wash
with stolen supplies, was the printhe feet of twelve beggars on that day. cipal thief. There was no direct eviThe Pope himself still performs the dence against Montano, but his bus.
ceremony by command of the missal, piclous actions brought him fifteen
the Austrian emperor, king of Itavarla days In the county jail.
and other sovereigns of Latin obedSince the arrest or these two men,
ience, and also the Czar ot Russia, as the officers have kept a close watch
head of the Greek church.
on ottfier parties thought to be Inter- -

ested In the stealings, and la several
Instances search warrant have been
issued, but without any satisfactory
results.
The mysterious find ot .yesterday
morning was undoubtedly a case
where parties in possession ot stolen
supplies became alarmed at the arrests and search warrants and disposed of the goods as quickly as possible, and in the easiest manner to cast
off suspicion.
The stolen supplies,
which have already been recovered,
amounts to quite a large sum, yet the
storehouse has suffered a considerable
Iosb, about half of which has been replaced.
EVERITTS

TAXES.

He Pays Only a Most Reasonable Rate

of Taxation.
Arthur Everltt informs The Citizen
that his assessment returns, as pub
lished In this paper yesterday, were
Incorrect. Ho says that he is paying
taxation on $7,460, which is $500 more .
than he was given credit for In the
list published yesterday.
Mr. Everltt Is a British subject and
s entitled to pay his lair snare oc
'
taxes and no more.
However, he is not paying an excess
ive tax, having one piece of property,,,,
'
on Railroad avenue that brings 111. A
rental of $95.00 per month. Thls"prop- - ;
erty Is worth at least $12,000. The lot
next to it sold a few months ago for

i
.

$21,000.
Mr. Everltt also owns

a valuable ,
business lot on First street, between
Railroad and Copper avenues, which"''1
brings in a good rental.
' '
He also owns a valuable stock of
Jewelry, and other property.
His whole assessment for taxation '
is only $7,460, less than
the
actual value of Mr. Everitt's property.
Mr. Everitt is one of the reformers
who has had much to say about the
conduct of county affairs.
As he Is not a citizen of the United
States, it is the general opinion that
he Is being treated more than fairly.
He does not pay a tax of 2 per cent
on his property.
one-fourt- h

DISTRICT COURT.
Prand-in- g
Verdict of Not Guilty In Hr
Case.
v
In the case of tuft Territory against
Deslderio Aguilare, charged with defacing the brand of ft horse, the Jury,
J after having been out all night, return-fe- d
a verdict of not guilty this
ing and the defendant was discharged.
The case of the Territory against
Pablo Muniz, charged with aiding In
the jail delivery last December, is fx
copying the attention of the court. The
territory has made a rather strong
case, showing that the defendant
pounded coal and joined in the general
li18
rclses which were made to aro
noise of the prisoners who were en- gaged in removing the stone from the
wall, making an opening through
which they escaped.
The court refused to instruct the
jury to find defendant not guilty and
the defendant's case is being prosecuted this afternoon.
Anti-Strik-

e

Bill.

The IlaK'ie. April 9. The second
chamber of the Netherlands parliament toiluy adopted the
bill
by 81 to H. The socialists and liberal
democrats voted with the minority.
anti-strik-

Transferred to Starkville.
Otis J. Johnson, for many years

su-

perintendent of the Colorado Fuel Sc.
Iron company's mines at Madrid, haa
been transferred to the superintend-enc- y
of the same company's properties
at Starkville, Colo. Before leaving
Madrid the employes of the mines
tendered their departing superintendent with a handsome jeweled Knight
Templar charm and a heavy gold
watch chain. The chain and charm
cost $175, but It Is safe to say that It
could not be bought at any price now.
Mr. Johnbou gracefully expressed his
thanks in a letter.
Cavanaugh,
Arthur
representing
Gross, Kelly & Co., left thia morning
on a business trip north.

THE ALBUQUERQUE
JOSE

If anybody ki kick at your house, that mike it all the not e
that yon should oome here for the medicine which your doctor
The market of the world do not afford purer drugs than re
Our stock of DRUGS and SUNDRIES Is full and complete

B.

h. BRiaas

& CO.,

DE

DAlLf CITIZEN, THUBSDAY, APRIL

The Union
Market

LEYBA GRANT,

Sopnmi Court Affirms Decision ot
Court of Priyato

E07 West Gold Avenua.

AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES

Refecting Claim.

c

anti-cigaret-

5ilii
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY
Associated Press Afternoon Dispatches
Largest City and Ceunty Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
found on
Copies' of this paper mar
SU at Waahlnrton lo the office of our
Q.
EL
opu In I oarreapondent,
Blfiers, tlB
street N. W., Waatalnaton D. C.

Terms of Subscription.
$5.00
Dally, by mail, one year
2.50
Dally, ky mall, six months
1.25
Dally, by mall, three month
50
Dally, by mall, one month
60
Dally, by carrier, one month
15
Dally, by carrier, one week
2.00
Weekly, by mail, one year
The Daily Citlsen will be delivered In
taw dty at the low rata of W cents per
week, or for It eenta per month, when
aid monthly. These ratea are leaa than
thee If any ether dally paper la the

NEW

NATIONAL

BANKS.

The controller of toe currency an
nounces that at the close of March,
1903, the law In relation to the organi
zation of banks with a minimum capital of $25,000 has been In operation
three years and seventeen days. During that period there have been added
to the national hanking system 1,442
associations, with an aggregate capital
stock of $86,135,500. The additions to
the system by conversions of state
banks and reorganizations of state or
private banks were 179 and 443, respectively, the capital of the converted
banks Amounting to $12,226,000 and of
the reorganized associations $29,740,-000- .
The banks organized during the
period in question deposited as secur
ity for circulation bonds to the amount
of only $20,475,500, or a fraction less
t,han 24 per cent of the capital.
MIXIM8 AND MILLIONS.

Oustavus F. Swift, the millionaire
packer who died in Chicago the othei
day, left over $50,000,000 as a result of
his years of achievement.
He also left a list of maxims, which
he had followed through life. Perhaps
they- - give a better Insight into his
character than anything else could.
And probably they explain, in a measure, his great success.
Of course, the mere following of
maxims cannot make a man successful
because the Individual aballllty of all
men is not the same and Mr. Swift
Thirty thousand men will he em doubtless had more than the average
ployed on the building of the Panama man. But the maxims should help
somewhat.
These are the rules that guided Mr.
1
court
clearing the
Judge Baker
Swift:
docket at a Urely clip. He is the right
Don't drink. No man, however rich,
In the right place.
has enough money to waste in putting
on style.
It Albuquerque is to continue to The richer a man gets the more
(row and prosper there must be more careful he should be to keep his head
unity among the people than exists level.
at present.
The man that does not know his
business from the top clean down to
The people of this city do not take the bottom isn't any kind of a business
kindly to a new political boss who has man.
bo visible means of support and who Business, religion and pleasure of
is not a taxpayer.
the right kind should be the only
things in life for any man.
Senator Beveridge manages to take
A big head and a big bank account
a summer trip every year at govern- were never found together to the
ment expense. This year he will "in- credit of any one and never will be
vestigate" Alaska.
No young man Is rich enough to
cigars.
smoke
The good government league of this
Every time a man loses his temper
city should make Hetty Oreen an hon- he loses his head, and when he loses
orary member. She refuses to pay his head he loses several chances.
taxes on her pet dog.
Next to knowing your own business
it is a mighty good thing to know as
If all the tax returns of New Mexico much about your neighbor's as possl
were published in the newspapers, it ble, especially if he's in the same line,
would not be long before a just equalThe man with the biggest title and
isation of taxes could be secured.
salary should be the biggest man in
toe firm.
The merchants of Santa Fe have or
The best a man ever did shouldn
canlzed a mutual protection society be his standard for the rest of hia life,
It Is their intention to make short
Old Proverbs.
avork of those who never pay bills.
Three helping one another bear the
The tax returns of 1902 show that burden of six.
Marry your son when you will; your
the property of this city Is listed at
actual value, which daughter when you can.
about
The mill cannot grind with water
makes the tax rate less than 2 per
that's past.
cent
The best remedy against an ill man,
H. F. M. Bear has purchased C. E. is much ground between.
Take heed ot still waters, they quick
Mason's interest in the Roswell Record. Mr. Mason has bought the Ros- pass away.
After the house Is finished, leave it.
well Register and is editor and
Whose house Is of glass, must not
throw stones at another,
" Capt. W. E. Dame is an enthusiastic
Diseases of the eye lire to be cured
Rough Rider, and he will see to It that by the elbow.
is not gold that glitters.
a large number of the famous San All
A blustering night, a fair day.
Juan hill fighters are here to welcome
No lock will bold against the power
President Roosevelt.
ot gold.
absent party is still faulty.
The Citizen has published returns The
Poor and liberal, rich and covetous.
of several taxpayers, which clearly
He that will be served, must be paahow that tax valuations are very low,
tient.
and that there is need of a oetter sys
Little pitchers have wide ears.
tem of equalization in this territory.
A feather in hand Is better that a
bird in the air.
President Roosevelt believes In the
Good and quickly seldom meet.
Monroe Doctrine and a navy to protect
Selected by George Hebert.
it, prosperity for all classes of the
people, trust regulation that will not
Advance Announcement.
Charles Buehl, a former brewer of
ruin business, and the teaching of pa'
Buffalo, N. Y., will move from Buffalo
trlotlsm to the young.
to Albuquerque, N. M., for his new
Wall street brokers are nervous home with his family, consisting of
over reports indicating an unusual Mrs. Buehl, Miss Alva. Miss Elsie, and
umber of strikes in prospect for this Charles Buehl, Jr. This family will
spring. They claim that this is the Increase Albuquerque in weight very
only disturbing factor, f the crop! much, about 1,200 pounds, Mr, Buehl
"promise to be the greatest in history, (s a first class man ind very Industrious. He Is, moreover, a fine muThe great number ot suicides all sician, and Mrs. Buehl a good singer.
over the country, during the last five They come from good families, Mr.
or six weeks haa aroused considerable Buehl being a 32nd degree Mason in
discussion as to the causes. Reasons good standing. AU his Buffalo friends
have been sought for in social condi- recommend this family highly to the
111 citizens of Albuquerque and send them
nationality,
tions, occupation,
health, temperament, etc.. but the god speed. They leave Buffalo April
guest baa sot been strikingly, success.- - 6, and arrive t Albuquerque April 11'
one-thir-

WITH AMPLE MEANS

land Claims

a neighboring ranch until morning,
which he refused to do, and started
PR0P5. ALVARADO PHARMACY
out alone to find a place to cross. A
Monday
wa
received
telegram
A
FIRST STREET
CORNER OOLU AVB.
blinding snow storm was blowing at
from the clerk of the United States sutime. A large searching party was
the
atpreme court at Washington by the
torney of the United States court of organized at Tres riedras, who are
missing
private land claims stating that the making efforts to locate the
ful, for It has been found that the supreme court of the United States has man. He was lately married, and had
Albuquerque Daily (glfijri) causes which seemingly are operative affirmed the decision of the United about $7,000 on his person when leavat one time do not operate at another States court of private land claims In ing Tres Piedras.
and the plausible explanation today is the Jose de Leyba land grant, located
Publishers
McCREIOHT,
HUGHES
Robbed trie Grav.
not plausible tomorrow.
near Turquesa In Santa Fe county.
A startling incident Is narrated by
The decision was rendered by Justice John Oliver of Philadelphia as follows:
Hue-tiEditor
bill, introduced by Brown and sustains the United States
An
T. .oCrlat....lr. and City Editor
was in an awful condition. My skin
Mrs. Coulter In the Utah legislature, court of private land claims in holding "I
tonpassed both houses and has since be- that the grant was void on account of was almost yellow, eyes sunken,
Published Dally and Weekly.
come law through receiving the approval of the governor. It provides
for a fine of $5 or five days' Imprisonment for any person under 18 years of
age who has in his possession a cigarette, cigar, tobacco or opium.

9 1903

abandonment and laches.
It will be remembered that this
grant claim was filed by Mariano F.
Sena, of Santa Fe, who alleges that he
purchased title thereto from the heirs
of the original grantee. Within the
limits of the tract claimed within the
grant are located the valuable turquoise mines of the American Tur
quoise company; It was contended by
Sena's attorney that the grant was
made in 1728 to Jose de Leyba by the
Spanish king, that it was a perfect
grant and that Sena came Into possession of the title thereto by purchase
from the heirs of the original grantee.
It was cne of the very latt grants presented to the court and the last New
Mexico grant pending in the courts.
The United States opposed the confir
mation alleging that the grant was not
a perfect one; even if it had been it
had been abandoned by the heirs of
Leyba many years before the Ameri
can occupation; hence no title accrued
to Leyba's heirs or assigns. The American Turquoise company was made a
party defendant and its interest was
represented by Solicitor General E. It.
Bartlett The court of private land
claims held against Sena's claim and
rejected the grant Sena appealed to
the United States supreme court which
latter affirmed decision of the United
States court ot private land claims
and thus the case Is closed. The American Turquoise company will now
proceed to obtain patents to the five
turquoise claims located within the
limits of rejected grant, which claims
it has held, worked and operated for
flvo years and which proceedings were
In abeyance on account of the Sena
suit.
M. O. Reynolds, Esq., United States
attorney for the court of private land
claims, and Judge W. H. Pope, assistant attorney for the court, represented
the United States in the case and did
good work. Mr. Reynolds made the argument before the United States su
preme court. Frank W. Clancy, of Al
buquerque, was 8ena's attorney, and
,
made a hard fight to win.
.The close of the case will prove of
great benefit to the county of Santa
Fe, as the properties are very valuable,
and as the American Turqoulse com'
rany will now proceed with systematic
and extensive operations to develop Its
turqoulse mines, erect building and in
ciease the production of the very fine
turquoise found In the mines.
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CAPI

TAt,

$100,000.00.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS!
M. 8. OTERO, President
W. . STRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
J. C. BALDRIDQE
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

Proprietor.

All kind of Fresh areata handled.
gue coated, pain continually in back Sausage making a specialty.
and sides, no appetite, growing weaker
day by day. Three physicians had
given me up. Then I was advised to
use Electric Bitters; to my great Joy,
Dealer In
the first bottle made a decided improvement. I continued their use for
three weeks, and am now a well man.
I know they robbed the grave of another victim." No one should fall to 206 WEST KAILROAD AVENUE
try them. Only 60 cents, guaranteed,
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
at all druggists.

J. A. SKINNER

BKKKfWt

J.

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

tor, Jemes.

JOE RICHARDS,

Yaqui Indiana Attack and Kill Pros

pector.

A special

CIGARS

telegTam from Tucson,

Ariz., says:
A Guaymas paper has a dispatch
from Torin saying that Friday last
five Italian prospectors and a Mexican
guide were attacked and murdered by
Yaqui Indians near a small place
called Corcorit, in a thinly populated
country. The bodies of the murdered
men were horribly disfigured by their
assailants. The prospectors and their
guide were camped in a cabin when
attacked and were surprised and shot
down before they could make any resistance. There were Beven In the
original party, but two of the men
were not at the cabin when the Indians attacked it, and escaped to tell
tbeh story. The Yaquis carried away
all the effects of the party. No effort
has been made to capture them.
A Great 8eneation.

ABSTRACTS OP TITLB TO BERNAt ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. .WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXIS L'AII
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS)

West Railroad Avenue.

AND

New Phone 152. Old Phone 59
Residence, New Phone 863.

MANAGER OF

...J. W. EDWARDS...

JAIbuquerque Abstract Company

The Veteran

...Undertaker and Embalmer...

Next Door to Flrat National Bank.
New Telephone tSt,

Years Actual Experience
License No. 100 by the Btata
Board of Health of Kansas.
18

Office and Parlor
RAILROAD AVENUE
W.
307
Open Day and Night

There was a big sensation Jn Lees
ville, Ind., when W. H. Brown ot that
place, who waa expected to die, had
hi life saved by Dr. Klng'a New Dis
covery for Consumption. He writes
"I endured insufferable agonies from
asthma, but your New Discovery gave
me immediate relief and soon there
after effected a complete cure." Slmi
Iar cures of consumption, pneumonia,
bronchitis and grip are numerous
It'a the peerless remedy for all throat
ant lung troubles. Price, 50c and $1
Cuaranteed by all druggists. Trial
Foley's Kidney Cure if taken in time bottles free.
affords security from all kidney and
Buy at Headquarters.
bladder diseases. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Come to us for your spring suit. Big
o
gest and best stock; lowest prices.
- DOCTOR MISSING.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Resident of Hopewell, N. M., Leaves
o
Driver to Ford Swollen Stream.
Gentlemen! Let us take your meaa
Dr. A. W. Lynch, a prominent reel' ure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
dent of Hopewell, a mining camp pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
thirty miles west of Tres Piedras, has
A Revelation I
been missing since last Friday, and it
An examination of our stock of ready
is feared he has either been drowned
or lost. He left Friday for Hopewell, made clothing by those not already
hiring a team and driver. On arrival posted will indeed prove a revelation,
at Las Tusas creek the driver refused We have the best and biggest stock
to cross the stream on account of Its in the southwest. Call and save money.
SIMON STERN,
swollen and dangerous condition, and
tried to induce the doctor to return to
The Railroad Avenue Clothier,
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R. P. HALL, Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys.
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
,
Repairs on Mining and Mi 11 Machinery a peclaity.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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jf you want to

WILLIAM

Advertise in newspapers
anywhere at anytime
call on or write

GLEASINER

E.

C Dake's Advertising Agency

THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds,
Bronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,

NEWSPAPERS

J

Seen St.

and all

ADVERTISE
IN

$001.

1- -2

For Consumption. Coughs, Colds

This wonderful medicine positively

THE TAILOR
216

THOUSANDS SAVED BY
m linn ninnru?

Merchants Exchange
- CAL.
SAN FRftNCiaCO
S

MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS

;

amirs rea

CURTIS
"

toe

inn ts

NEWHALL

Hay Fever, Pleurisy, LaGrippe.
HoareonesaSo reThroat and Whooping Cough. Every bottle guaranteed.

'

CO.

.mius, c.ioNiA

VaCE

NO CUREsa.RO PAY.
BOTTLES
50c. and Ce-- ""

SastecTSeo and NQoSeiry

o

Ties, Hosiery, Hats, Suits, all for
Easter, 1903. Simon Stern, the Rail
road Avenue Clothier.

oooooooocoooccooo
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HROFESIONAL CARDS

M
a.

fVMghtntare
Give point to the fact that excessive or

i

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

PIONEER BAKERY

o

M. riOORE
BBTABLI SHED 18S.)

SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS
SIMON BAuLING, Proprietor.
STAGE LINE.
Successor to Balling Bros.
Carries the u. . man; only line with
a change ot stock en route; good rigs, Wedding : Oake : a : Specialty
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquerwe desire patronage, and we
que every Tuesday, Thursday and Satguarantee first-clas- s
baking.
urday at 6 a. m. For particulars ad- 207 8. First 8t,
Albuquerque, N. M.
dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents, Albuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprieJEMEZ

tt

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

3
WM. GOETTINQ A CO

BAKU

DENTISTS.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 3.

Office hour, 1:80
Railroad avenue.
mfl to U:S0 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to 6 p.
S2.
Appointment
mad by

z

HaitSdaaflVatr

X

HodTaorcdl

r

Y

I efV

I

Ellis MacDougall, D. D. 8.
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
hours, 8:80 a. m. to 12:80 p. m.; 1:30 p,
m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made by
mall. Automatic 'phone 157; Old
'phone

Manhattan and
Monarch Shirts

62.

irregular eating disturb the digestion.
LAWYERS.
Nightmare or night bag baa it'a day time
Bernard C. Rodey
correspondence in the undue fullness
11...m..a..a. XT
after eating with the belching and sour IWIVinWov Am v t.r
or bitter rising so often experienced after M. Prompt attention given to all bualnesa
pertaining to the profession. Will prao-ttc- e
too hasty o-- too hearty eating.
In all courts of the territory and be
Dr. Pierce s Golden Medical Discovery fore the United Btatea land omca.
cure dysprpda ami other diseases of the
Ira M. Bond
stomach and its allied organ of digesATTORNEY-AT-LA42 F Btreet N. W.
tion and nutrition. When these disease
Washington, D. C. Pensions, landa, pat
re cured, the whole body bare in the ents,
copyrights, cavlata, letters patent,
increased strength derived from food traae mama, ciaima.
properly digested and perfectly aasimil.
William D. Lea
Office, room 7. N,
Your Golden Medical Discovery ' tad Dr. ATTORNET-AT-LAT. Armijo building. Will practice In all
Saga's Catarrh Remedy have beeo of great
01
oouna
territory
in
in
benefit to me.' write (Prof.) Pleasant A. OHver,
of Viola. Fulton Co., Ark.
Before I uaed the
R. W. D. Bryan
above mentioned remedies my sleep was not
sound ; digestion bad a continued feeling ol ATTORNET-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N,
aaUery I nor feel like s new man. Any one at. urace,
first National imuui duuuidi,
ia need of medical treatment for nasal catarrh
con Id do no btler than to take treatment of
Frank W. Clancy
Dr. a. V. tier?e I know his medicines are all
ATTOJWET-AT-LArooms I and I. N,
rlht in this class of disrates."
Albuauerque, M. M.
dealer tempted by the T. AnnUo buUdlna.
Cactiaie
little more profit paid on the tale ot lea
I. W. Dobson Cromwell
meritorious medicine will offer the cus- ATTORNKT-AT-LAOfflc.
tomer a substitute a being "just a block, Albuquerqua, N. M.
1
"
good as the Discovery."
It better
John H. Stlngl
lor him because it pay better, but it i
Cromwell block.
you,
for
good
you
if
as
not
want the ATTORNET-AT-LAmedicine thst ba cured other, and Albuquerqua, N. at.
which you believe will cure you.
PHYSICIANS.
Dr. I'iercr' Pleasant Pellet cleanse
Dr. J. E. Bronaon
the clogged system from accumulated
Homeopathic Phy"!?'"- - Block,
impurities.
Room 17,

Easter is the NECKWEAR season of all
the year. Every man on earth will want a
new Easter tie. Most men will have one, too.

Have arrived; in plain white, fancy striped

A

and white pleated.

Confirmation and Communion Suits

Short Pants Suits
Our Summer Underwear Is all In

:

11
Ag.nt

vrl

forsw.t.orr ovr,ii

Leadlng clothier In Albuquerque

FREE.
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K.ailroad Topics

..Albuquerque9 g Largest Store..
CZTL TIES for EAQ TER

Fifty Yearo the Standard

Engine 493 wu out for a trial yes- had just received a letter from his son,
terday after a turn la the shops un- who has been working at Childress,
dergoing repairs.
but Is now out with the rest of the ma
Machinist H. A. Moore has resigned chinists, which stated that the strike
.With the Santa Fe here and will soon was still on and that the men would
tight it out to the last.
depart from Albuquerque.
Henry Englebrecht, who has carried
The following from the bulletin sent
the call book for some time past, has cut by the lodge at Childress is given
taken up the shovel on the day switch as the reason for the strike:
"The trouble was brought about by
engine.
George Hardlker, the claim agent the management raising the pay of
'Of the Blsbee road, who resigned to some six men who had been working
enter the Douglas street railway serv- In the shops there about eight months.
Some of these, with others, as a com
ice, is in El Paso.
All the space In the California lim- mittee asked for a general Increase to
ited, Santa Fe road, out of Los Ange- 36 cents per hour, asking that an an
les has been reserved during the en- swer be given them within
hours. The following day, near quittire month of April.
The United Brotherhood of Railway ting time, a notice was posted which
employes has organized on the El Paso stated that the shops were to be closed
The men Immediately
ft Northeastern with about ten mem- Indefinitely.
took off their overalls. This was on
bers at Alamogordo.
The Santa Fe Railway company Is March 6 and the men have been out
distributing all along Its line a unique ever since."

IN

For liver troubles and constipation
There's nothing better In creation
Than Little Early Risers, the famous
little pills
They always effect a cure and save

aplandld Illustration ot tho
Roady-to-Wa- ar
boon brought.

to which tho art of making

Qarmanta ha

Silk
Drcoo
QliirtOn on

aro Juatly proud of tho
mtoek wo havo thlo moaaon.

Aucrdcd

llbhosl Honors Ucrld's Fdr.

Iltfost Tosh

S. Csv't

From. Prices Range
From $8.50 to $35.00.
We are showing some very
chic models in Taffeta Silk,
Allover Lace and
Silk Skirts.

o! fine sheer quality; all made strictly
correct; prices from

Petticoats

made of fine and beautiful madras
cloth and other stylish materials;
big
line;
prices
from

Peau-de-Sol-

ffJOKBfi

SOo to

g

to G7.GO

VSalltina

Skirto

In Endless Variety, and we
are in position to fit any
figure; prices range from

C1.4B to 013.00

DISPLAY. ..
...SEE WINDOW
!lllEmmmmmmmmmmmaaimm'awmaaMm
--

aZI?-

OlUrLt'lUS

&

BB.

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

300-302-304-30G-300-

Colonist Tickets California
WILL BE ON SALE AT SANTA FE TICKET OFFICE DAILY TO JUNE 15,
1903, AT RATE OF $25.00. THESE TICKETS WILL BE HONORED ON
FAST TRAINS CARRYING FREE CHAIR CARS AND PULLMAN TOURIST
SLEEPERS. LIBERAL STOPOVER PRIVILEGES IN CALIFORNIA AC
CORDED.
IF YOU CONTEMPLATE LOCATING IN CALIFORNIA, THiS IS YOUft
OPPORTUNITY TO GO THERE COMFORTABLY AND ECONOMICALLY.
IRRIGATED FARMS, ORANGE AND LEMON
GROVES AND OTHER

BRANCHES OF AGRICULTURE HAVE YIELDED COMPETENCIES
OTHER PERSONS. WHY SHOULDNT YOU BE AS SUCCESSFUL!

"'

TO

1

Thos. F. Kelehor

life-givin- g

Pratt & Co.

I have illustrated descriptive literature about California, as well as of the
country intervening. Other books describe the equipment of our California
trains. If interested come and get copies, or write, and I will mail them to you

GOLD'S

Old Curiosity Shop

(7

F. L. Myers, Ticket Agt., Albuquerque, N. 2YI;
See the new spring showing of Eas
ter suits, at our storo. The entire line
is now on display. Prices range from
$10 to $20.
SIMON STERN,

Subscribe for The Citizen.

TIME TABLE

Tbe Railroad Avenue Clothier.
W. L.
snipment
styles In
and box
STERN,

Douglas shoes first spring
has arrived many new
patent vlcl, vlcl kid, French
calf $3 and $3.60. SIMON
Railroad Avenue Clothier.

Railroad Time Tables

ty-si- x

INDIAN AND
ICAN

Bt8.OOtoB20.00

THE GEIOHA WAIOT
Q2.GO

Everything that Dam
Fashion endorses.
We are showing a big line ot
Vollle, Etamlne and Twine
ranging
Cloth Skirts,
la
prices from

Skirts

One of a style you can have an exclusive model; prices range from

QG.7B

Skirto

aTxtromo Novattlaa

that made this store famous.

All-Sil- k

OreGG

In White and Cream Wool
Etamlne and Broadcloth

S2.00

IN FINER GRADES WE ARE SHOW-InIn greater variety the waists

An
Petticoat, in
black, nicely trimmed, fully
worth $8.00. THIS WEEK

por-tacti- on

BS.OOtoBJtS.OO

COLORED WAIBTB

SPECIAL

SI

.N

s

to$3.00

7So

e

Taffeta Silk; all nicely made
and trimmed in the latest
styles.

fiui jzm

F. G.

WHITK WAIBTB

All colors and new models in

Crisis

mm

SHIRT
VSAtSTS

Wo

A Superb Stock to Select

doctor bills.
Little Early Risers are different
from all other pills. They do not weaken the system, but act as a tonic to the
tissues by arousing the secretions and
restoring the liver to the full performU.
scriptive matter relative to Cloud-crof- t. ance of Its functions naturally. B. H.
This work will be issued about Brlggs ft Co.; 8. Vann ft Son.
May 1.
PRICK BAKING POWDER COX. CHICAGO.
NEW RAILROAD HOSPITAL.
W. H. Halstead, yardmaster for the
Santa Fe in San Bernardino, Cal., durfreight rates may bring civil action cators, and this, combined with the
ing the past year, and one of the best Plans Have Been Submitted and
Company.
by
against
the person granting the rebate large attendance, gives promise of the
as
capable
as
known,
well
the most
A new Santa Fe Pacific hospital for and recover treble damages.
The bill most successful meeting of the kind
railroad men in San Bernardino, has
resigned, taking his leave from the Albuquerque, to take the place of the has been referred to the committee on ever held In this part of the state.
local yards. He has been succeeded one recently destroyed by fire, is soon railroads.
Notice to Taxpayers.
be a thing of reality.
ty O. Meadows, whose resignation as to Plans
An office has been established at the
In
building
Grip
new
have
Great
hemedles
Demand.
for
the
clerk to Trainmaster Day was anWhen colds and grip are prevalent real estate office of F. H. Kent, on
been turned out of the office of the
nounced the other day.
quickest
the
railway
surest remedies are In South Third street, where tax returns
Charles
Fe
Santa
architect,
The case of John C. Carbonlerre vs. F. Whittlesey, and have been approved geat demand.and
Mr. Joseph D. Williams, of precincts 12 and 26 will be received.
Topeka
Fe
The Atchison,
ft Santa
of McDuff, Va., says that he was cured Returns can also be made at the court
Railway Company, has just been dis- by the hospital directors of the Santa of a very deep
and lasting attack of la house.
Fe
Pacific.
posed of at Las Cruces, resulting in a
O. F. ALBRIGHT, Assessor,
The plans were drawn after sugges- grippe by using Chamberlain's Cough
judgment for the railroad company.
o
tions offered by Dr. Morrison, chief Remedy after trying several other pre
was
run
son
Mr.
of
Carbonlerre
Subscribe
for The Dally Citizen.
The
surgeon of the Santa Fe coast lines, parations with no effect. For sale by
railover by the cars and killed in the
and
Cutter, of the local hospital all druggists.
road yards at Las Cruces two years corps.Dr. The
o
new hospital will be a
DEVOE'S READY -- MIXED PAIN
RAY TO MOVE UP.
one story building and thus avoid run
represented the railroad company.
ning up and down stairs by the paOne Gallon covers 300 8quare Feet
The installation of the Hall automat- tients.
It will accommodate thirty-fiv- e Appointed Assistant General Store
TWO COATS,
ic signaling system on the Northeastkeeper
Fe.
for
Santa
patients and provides for isolated
ern railway will begin this week, says wards.
H. E. Ray, who was chief clerk to A. l
These wards are to be used
a dispatch from London. The material only for the
Hilton, recently resigned as chief
most serious cases, where
Is supplied from America and an Amerstorekeeper of the Santa Fe, is to be W-tIs essential.
quiet
s
ican engineer has arrived In York to The material of which the building appointed assistant general storekeepsuperintend the installation. The syser for N. M. Rice, who succeeds Mr.
yet
not
as
will
been
has
constructed
be
tem was investigated last autumn In decided on, but It is thought that a Hilton. Mr. Ray's headquarters will
the United States by the general sup pressed brick, manufactured under be In Topeka.
erintendent of the Northeastern com what is known as the Whittlesey proMr. Ray has been with the Santa Fe
pany, who signed a contract for the
in the storekeeplng department for a
cess, will be used.
work to be carried out
debris of the burned hospital number of years. It is understood that
It is learned that R. H. Barber, chief hasThebeen
cleared away and the con- a new chief clerk will be appointed to
F.
Superintendent
clerk to Mechanical
of
the new one Is expected succeed Mr. Ray, and that several
struction
R. Rlsteen. of the Santa Fe, at Topeka, in
stenographers and clerks will be added
near
future.
the
la to leave shortly for Los Angeles,
to the force employed In the storekeepwhere he is to fill the position of chief
No Rebate in Freight Rates.
er's office.
O,
Superintendent
Mechanical
clerk to
soliciting
recelvoffering,
or
1
Giving,
lines.
Ion
R. Joughlns, of Santa Fe coast
Mrs. F. H. Howard, wife of a con
I
He succeeds Andrew Park, resigned. lng rebates on freight charges by any tractor doing work on the Santa Fe
Mr. Park has held the position only a device whatsoever Is made punishable cut off, came up from Belen this morn
short time, he having been appointed by a fine of $500 to $5,000 by a bill In ing and is spending the day shopping
W
i
to the position when Henry HUlyer traduced by Representative Lawrence and visiting. Mrs. Howard is accom
In
Minneapolis,
H.
the
Johnson,
of
ago.
left the Santa Fe a few months
panled by Miss Holmes, stenographer
8EE THE PRICES. 8EE THE GOODS
The reason of Mr. Park's resignation Minnesota house. The courts of the to Mr. Howard.
state are given jurisdiction over cases
Is not known.
85.50 to 840.0u
Harness
in which rebates are concerned, with
J. V. Keys, superintendent of con
Farmers' Plow Harness, $7.60
power to enjoin roads from giving or struction, overseeing th building or
Good for Children.
$5.25 to $55.00
6addl
The pleasant to take and harmless offering rebates or any persons from the Santa Fe cut off, is here from
One Minute Cough Cure gives imme- soliciting rebates. The bill makes it Belen.
Fine Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dus
diate relief in all cases of cough, the duty of the county attorney to
ters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc
croup and lagrippe because it does not bring proceedings, under the supervisChronic Bronchitis Cured.
against
general,
attorney
stomach,
ion
of
immediately
the
pass
into the
16o to $1.50
"For ten years I had chronic bron Whips
but takes effect right at the seat of persons charged with the violation of chitis so bad that at times I could not
the trouble. It draws out the inflam- the law, whenever violations are call speak above a whisper," writes Joseph
mation, heals and soothes and cures ed to his attention. Rebate cases are Coffman. of Montmorenci. Ind. "I
permanently by enabling the lungs to given precedence over other cases in tried all remedies available, but with 406 Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque
the state courts. The measure pro no success. Fortunately my employer
and llfe-su- s
contribute pure
give
to
1003
one
1882
shall
refuse
tainlng oxygen to the blood and Us vides that no
suggested that I try Foley's Honey and
sues. B. H. Brlggs ft Co. t S. Vann testimony or to produce documentary Tar. Its effect was almost miraculous.
evidence desired, on the ground that and I am now cured of the disease. On
ft Son.
it would incriminate himself, and such my recommendation many people have
refusal is made punishable by a fine of used Foley's Honey and Tar, and al Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
STRIKE OP MACHINISTS.
Jas. Heekin ft Co.'s Coffees,
from $500 to $5,000. Such evidence ways with satisfaction."
Alvarado
Hold Out at Childress, Texas, for Thir however, cannot be used to convict Pharmacy.
Granite Flour.
Cents Per Hour,
the person furnishing it. Any person
o
According to a letter received at injured by the granting of rebates on
A cleverly designed Easter greeting
Staple and Fancy Groceries
Topeka from a business agent of the
has just been issued by the Southern
8MILE3
214 8outh 8cond Street
International Association of MachinPacific. In view of the approaching
ists, who is now in Childress, Texas Good Cheer and Good Food Go To. Confederate reunion at New Orleans Hllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
the strike of the Santa Fe machinists
the cover of greeting, which is in the
Earth.
aether.
at that point is developing into a more Improper feeding
source ol shape of an egg, is adorned by the
is
the
eerious affair, says the Topeka State most human alls. Sick people don'i stars and bars. M. B. Trezevant, chief Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery
Journal. The letter Is In the form of laugh much. It is the healthy and of the company's literary bureau, is
a bulletin, the purpose of which is to strong who see the sunny side of the designer.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
instruct all other machinists to stay everything. Pure, scientific food will
away from Childress and to raise
enlarged
company
railway
The
has
Second street, between Railroad and
money with which the strikers may correct most ailments and bring laugh the Alamogordo stock yards, finishing
Copper avenue
ter and good cheer in place of sick
carry on the fight.
the work this week. Seven pens have
gloom.
ness
and
George S. Wells, the business agent,
been added, with an extra chute en
The wife of a physician of Dayton abling shippers to
and Mules bought and exchange
says that he went to Childress under
load more easily, Horses
says:
Ohio,
ed. Livery, Bala, Feed and
"Before I had finished the
the direction of Interpatlonal PresiWater is piped to the yards. This
,
Transfer Stables
which
dent O'Connell, with the purpose of In first package of Grape-Nutsweek J. J. Boone received at the pens
urgent
got
request
at
the
a
of
friend
stigating the trouble and trying to
400 head of cattle from Mexico.
EST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
effect a settlement. He says that he of mine several months ago, I was as
I
was
less nervous
saw the master mechanic and superln tonished to find
Meeting of Scientists.
tendent, was completely turned down over small matters and worried less
CO,
Address W. L. TRIMBLE
Chicago, III., April 9. Scientists and
Albuquerque. N. H.
by them and that there wag no form over large ones, laughed more readily teachers from many states are arriv
and was at all times more calm and ing in Chicago to attend the second
of settlement that met with their
contented than I had ever leen In my general meeting at Armour Institute
"The superintendent,"
said Mr. life. I found also that the hollow of the Central Association of Physios
Wells, "said that the shops were to be places In my neck and shoulders were Teachers. The members of the associa
opened last Thursday morning, and all filling out and that astonished me as tion will discuss topics connected with
who wished could make application. I had always been very thin, as wo mathematics, chemistry, physics, bioThe master mechanic was to decide men with starved nerves are apt to be logy and earth science.
Business
"After a time I discontinued the use meetings, at which the organization of
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
who was to be taken bark. He also
Grape-Nutof
get
for
two
back.
months and
stated that several could
Is to be effected, will take
majority round tne old symptoms return at place tomorrow at the Great Northern
The men, by a three-fourtMEXvote, decided to stay out and no one once. I went back to the use of th hotel.
v.f nt back to work with the exception food again and feel well and strong,
CURIOS
I can increase my weight at will from
of two blacksmiths."
Northeast Kansas Teachers.
Several of the machinists in the San five to ten pounds a month by using
Atchison, Kan., April 9. Members
ta Fe shops at Topeka, who are us more or less of the food. Before I was of the Northeast Kansas Teachers' as- The Only Orieinal Gold's Curiosity
nally "on the inside" when It comes to married I was for five years a trained sociation are gathering here for their
Shop in the City.
such matters, say that they had been nurse and I have never In all my ex annual meeting which will le In sesthinking all along that a satisfactory perience seen anything to act as quick sion through the remainder of the
agreement would be reached soon, but ly and favorably as this scientific week. The program Is an excellent
' according
to late reports this Is out of food." Name given by Postuni Co one, including as it does papers and San Francisco St.. Cor, Burro Alley
tbe question. One man said that be Battle Creek, Mich.
addresses by a number of noted edu- SANTA FE, N. M.
h

GARMENTS

R

Tho ah owing la

forty-eig-

pamphlet entitled "Don't Be a Fossil
Town." It urges harmonious action.
It is stated that a survey will commence this week northwest from Qua-BaTexas, by the 'Frisco, being an
extension of the Oklahoma City ft
Southwestern, a 'Frisco extension completed into Quanah recently.
The El Paso ft Northeastern railway is getting up a neat little bookenlet, containing twelve half-ton- e
gravings, and several pages of de-

READY-TO-WEA-

Denver & Rio Grande System
SANTA FE BRANCH.
Time Table No. 71.

(Effective Wednesday, April

East Bound

1, 1903 )

West Bound

No. 426

No. 425

9:00am;Lv...Sauta Fe...Ar 6:20 pm

11:00 am

1:05 pm
3:40 pm .
6:35 pmj
8:50 pmj
8:05 ami

Bspanola
Embudo

8:00 pm
, , ,.

1:05 pm

..Tres Piedras.,

10:05 am

Antonlto .... 7:35 am
6:10 am
Alamosa
1:87 am
Pueblo
7:15 am Ar... Denver ...Lv 9:80 pm
Trains run daily except Sunday.
Connections with the main line and
branches as follows:
At Antonlto for Durango, SUverton
and all points in the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
for La Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte vista, Del Norte and Denver,
Creede and all points in the San Luis
valley.
At Salida with main line
(standard gauge) for all points east
and west including Leadvllle and narrow gauge points between Salida and
Qrand Junction.
At Florence and Canon City for the
gold camps of Cripple Creek and Victor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
Denver with all Missouri river lines
for all points east.
For further information address the
undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe
in standard gauge sleepers from Alamosa can have berths reserved on application,
B. W. ROBBINS, Gen. Agt.,
Santa Fe, N. M.
S. K. HOOPER, O. P. A., Denver, Colo.

3J7

The North Pole Saloon
FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Sole Agents for Lemp'e Standard Bear.

la

Effsot November ,

.10.

ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.

No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7,Mex. tt Cal. Express.. 10: 06 p.m.
No. 8, California Limited. . . .10:40 a.m.
LEAVE OOINO NORTH.
No. X, AUantlo Express
8:80
No. 4, Chicago Limited
18:09 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:80 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, AUantlo Express
7:10a.m.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 p.m.
ARRIVE FROM WEST,
No. I, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:69 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
8:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
Nk 8, California Limited.... 11 :00 a.m.
No. 7, Mex. A Cal. Express. .10:46 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
and No. 2 from tbe west
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited

.....
....

CHAS. L. KEPPELER, Proprietor.
213 South Cecond Street.

Q. Badaracco
Dealer In

General Herchandfee and
Liquors
Proprietor

of the Summer

tiarden

All Kinds of Country Produce Bought

and Sold.

Free to all Parts ot
.
ths City.

Goods Delivered

Corner of Third and Tijeras
Albuquerque
New Mexlce

THE ARCADE

South First Street
and they arrive dally.
VAJO. Proprietor.
FRANK
Local freight No. 99, going south,
carries passengers.
Tbe oesi oi liquors served to paU
F. K MTERS. Agent
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything bran
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
811

444KfK4K4KS

HOTEL CLAIRE...

SANTA FE, N. M
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
BATHS AND
SANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
ROOM
SAMPLE
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN

The ICEBERG
Railroad Avenue.
212 W.

The finest line of Liquors snd Cigar

All patrons and friends cordially lnvJw

ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch .4
served every day.
STEVE BALLING.

Proprietor.

PLAN- -

GEO. E. ELLIS,

Proprietor and Owner.

CKaaCe4K4KeKei
A. E.

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building Association
at J. U. Baidrldge's Lumber Yard

Office

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE LIQlTRS A CIGARS
We oandle everything in war Una
Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor
William
Louisville, Kentucky.

t

111 S.

First St,

Albuquerque, N. M
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There; is

WAR
always

a fight Just

going on in every human

body between health and disease. On one side are poor
food,

bad

air,

NEW

over-wor-

k,

MEXICO
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a

me

DOCTORS.
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Important
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Meeting at Las Vegas.
ALBUQUERQUE WELL

REPRESENTED.

worry, colds, accidents. On
the other are sunshine, rest, The roost important meeting of tne
cheerfulness and nourish- New Mexico Medical society has Just
closed after two days session at Las
ment.
Vegas. This was the
The reason Scott's Emul- annual
convention and there was a
sion fights so powerfully for large attendance
present from all
health is because it gives so parts of the territory.
The meeting was called to order on
much more nourishment than
Tuesday afternoon by the president,
you can get in any other way. Dr. W. G. Hope, of Albuquerque, after
Get in the sunlight and try addresses of welcome, the general order of business followed. The most
Scott's Emulsion.
twenty-secon-

For the next two weeks we
will make a discount of 20 per

d

cent from the selling price of

Important business before the meetPerhaps you know why you fail in the plans for money, fame and position.
ing of the first afternoon's session was
Some
don't.
Prl
the election of new members into the
Dr. C. N.
society, which follows:
Just why the brain does not produce practical money making results is a puzzle to many men.
NORTH CAROLINA POLITICS.
Bradley, Wm. Porter Mills, H. J. MuelVegas;
Strong, healthy, natural brains cannot be made from the food most men eat and good b.'ains
ler and A. R. Da Costa, of Las
Republican State Central Committee Dr. James Cutter, of Albuquerque; Dr.
'
work
sharp when slugged to weakness by coffee.
can't
Holding Important Meeting.
J. K. Schuman, of Wagon Mound; Drs.
Raleigh, N. C, April 9. The repub- J'.hn L. Burnhara and Chas. W. Gober,
Unsuccessful brains come from improperly selected food and from coffee drinking.
lican state central committee meets at of Las Cruces; Dr. 8. M. Lane, of Sil
Coffee affects the stomach and nerves, thence the brain and prevents proper digestion of
Greensboro today to perfect arrange- ver City, and Dr. V. H. Hinton, of Las
ments, made necepsnry y the retire- Vegas hot springs.
food.
good
even
A banquet of elegant appointments
ment of former Senator Pritchard
Monteevening
given
Tuesday
at
from politics, prior to goiiiR on the was
A distinct improvement in mental power will follow in a week or ten days after coffee
District of Columbia bench. The state zuma hotel. Las Vegas hot springs, in
Is more or less concerned as to new honor of the territorial medical men is left off and I' oat tun taken on.
chairman and a national committee- and the ladles who accompanied them.
The remits are multiplied when the brain building food Grape-Nut- e
is used twice a day.
The Las Vegas Record says of the
man, as Judge Pritchard at present
banquet:
holds both these plaqes..
There are well established and very clearly understood reasons for these sure results from
'The tables for the banquet were Bet
Zeb Vance Walster of Lexington,
former Attorney General of the state, in the spacious dining room of the the change in food and drink. You can make Money, Position, Fame if you have the kind of
and Thomas Rollins of Ashevllle, are Montezuma and were prettily adorned Brain that works that way.
most promlently mentioned in connec- by large bouquets of pink and white
Postum well boiled produces a delicious beverage, satisfying and nourishing.
tion with the state chairmanship, and carnations with rows of smllax inter
The
it Is probable that one or the other of woven between the various vases.
Quit drugging and pure food and Come Up Where You Belong-- .
tables were arranged in an oblong
them will be chosen.
with the tipper end open and the
, There has been talk In some quart
era heretofore as to the attitude of guests were seated on the outer side
'
Carter and Reilly to Meet.
Judge Pritchard and his followers Dainty menu cards were at each place. the city. The work has progressed but hard to take.
Beware that you are not assasslnat- toward President Roosevelt. There is The covers had each a water color rep unceasingly except on last Thursday
Portland, Ore., April 9. Before the
no question how, however, as to the resenting scenes from the "Old afternoon when the storm compelled ed in tne houses of your political Pastime Athletic club tonight "Kid"
friendliness of the Judge toward the School" Doctor and below was in regu the work to stop for a half day. Quite friends.
Carter of Brooklyn and Tom Reilly
An empty bag will not stand on its'" the middleweight champion of the
chief executive, notwithstanding the lar prescription style the name of the a pile of dirt has been thrown up and
guest
A
white carnation the grade presents a very formidable nvll &nA
fact that the latter's policy toward the wag and date.
Pacific Coast, are io come together
the boutonniere for the gentle- aspect. Ine Santa Fe has a gang of
Lily Whites la the south has done
Where there is a will there is a for a twenty-rounbout. As both are
men
and
for
"bouquet
a
de
ladles
the
much to stamp out that brand of
track layers out at Thoreau laying way.
fighters and hard hitters they
are
fast
corsage"
Musical
roses.
of
bride's
publicans, of whom Judge Pritchard
Do right and fear nobody.
side track and spur switches to which
are expected to put up one of the best
yru chief. The former senator will selections were rendered by an orches- the lumber company's tracks running
Let bygones be bygones.
contests seen hereabouts In a long
evenduring
pieces
tra
of
the
three
undoubtedly see to it that the memSelf praise has a disagreeable odor. time.
into the timber will be attached.
ing."
Bury the past and dig up the future.
Work of construction on the road in
ber o( the national committee is a
Dr. Wroth, of Albuquerque, was the timber has been going on some
J. F. OHDE.
loyal administration man and that toastmaster,
in caling upon the time and has progressed rapidly.
a
a
President Roosevelt will have dele- guests toasts and
were responded to by
The Dangers of Knocking.
Things are shaping up so that the
EASTER ATTIRE
gates from North Carolina at the next Dr.
Swope,
Demlng,
on
Host,
of
"Our
Secretary Shaw detests "knockers," 0
American Lumber company's proper0
national convention. The new national
Medical Profession of Las Vegas;" ties will be much in evidence within who constantly rail against men and
committeemen Will also have control the
G. W. Harrison, "Doctors Who Try a few months.
story
Dr.
illusto
a
measures,
and
he
tells
of the federal oGlcea in the state, as
Take Care of State Duties;" Hon.
trate the danger of doing that sort of
there are now no republicans in the to
congressional delegation. This is the C. A. Spiess responded to Dr. Harri- Political Standing of Organized Labor, thing. It happened out in Iowa that
a lawyer was trying a case before a
Albuquerque, April 8, 1903.
program laid out by Judge Pritchard son's toast; Dr. McConnell, of Las
Cruces, toasted "The Ladies."
Jury, and a young man was called to
and his lieutenants and it is not exrecognizes
only
two
Organized
labor
Following the banquet the Montethe witness stand. The lawyer startpected that tnere will be any effective
parties, one is the union party and the ed out to show,
zuma
by
club
members,
assisted
their
that the young man
opposition though there are BtiU a few lady friends, gave
party.
a reception
in other i the
belonged to a worthless ramlly. He
Influential North Carolina republicans formal dance to the members and
Organized
In
believes
labor
the
of the
the usuar question as to name,
who would like to 'deliver the delega Medical society and
greatest good to the greatest number asked
their friends.
residence, etc., and then asked:
tlon to Borne other presidential candl
special
to
"equal
rights
in
all and
Wednesday morning began the busi"What does your father do?"
date than Mr. Roosevelt.
ness meeting, at which numerous pa- privileges to none."
"Oh, nothing much."
They also believe n "millions for
pers were read and discussed.
"Isn't It a fact that your father is
Northwestern Stock Growers.
defense but not one cent for tribute." commonly known as a loafer?"
following
were
officers
elected
The
Belle Fourche, S. D., April 9. Stock
some
can
"you
fool
They believe that
"I don't know," replied the young
growers from far and near are attend- for the ensuing year:
G. C. Bryan, of Alamo- - of the people all the time and all the man. "Maybe you better ask him. He
President
meeting
ing the first annual
of the
people some of the time, but that you is on the Jury in this case." WashingNorthwestern Stock Growers' associa- fordo.
cannot fool all the poople all the ton Post.
B.
Vice
Edwin
First
President
tion, which began here today and will
time."
Vegas.
Shaw,
of
Las
must be faultless, must be without
continue tomorrow. Reports of the Second Vice President T. B. Hart,
What is everybody's business, is no
No tuberculosis preservallne or col blemish,
stain or wrinkle. How could
officers show that the association of Raton.
body's business.
oring in Matthews' Jersey milk,
since its organization last year has
be
if
the linen were not immacuComparisons
that
odious.
are
o
Third Vice President S. D.' Swope,
'
company, Albu- late? How could it be otherwise if the
enrolled nearly 400 members and this of Demlng.
The Meyers-Abe- l
Strike while the iron is hot.
number it is expected to double the
Advice Is like castor oil, easy to give querque, N. M., have made arrange- sign over the door of the laundry you
Secretary J. Frank McConnell, of
end of the next six months. Several Las Cruces.
ments for the distribution of the famquestions of great importance to those
ous "Mayflower" brand of "Missouri's patronized read: "Imperial Laundry."
Treasurer G. W. Harrison, of Albu
engaged Jn the live stock industry are querque.
Best Bottled Beer" in this part of the
country, and will be pleased to furnish
down for consideration at the present
Dr. J. Frank McConnell was appoint
meeting.
ed delegate to the meeting of the can be provided with an annual this beer to all lovers of a high grade
American Medical association, to be Income for life, in event of youi hop and malt beer, brewed and bottled
Memphis Shop all Ready.
by the Imperial Brewing company, in
held next month in New Orleans.
death, at less cost than you can Missouri. The Meyers-Abe- l
Memphis, Tenn., April 9. The shops
company
Back of Postoffice.
of New Mexico
health
The
board
of
of the Illinlos Central In South Mem- lb as follows:
make the same provision for your will be pleased to quote prices on inphis, constructed at a cost of more
quiry.
President G. W. Harrison, of Albu children.
B. A. SLEYSTER.
than $400,000, have been completed querquo.
low
attracmakes
very
rate
The
The Chicago Restaurant and Short
and are now in readiness for operaACCIDENT INSURANCE,
M. F. Desmarias, of
Vice President
Order House.
tive this form of contract, devised
tion. They are the largest of their Santa Rosa.
FIRE INSURANCE,
at
hours
Meals
all
orders
and short
REAL ESTATE,
kind in the south and will be used for
Secretary' B. D. Black, of Las Ve and introduced by The Mutual of the day. Boarding by the week at
PUBLIC.
all sorts of repair work but their chief gas.
Life Insurance Company of New reduced rates. Remember the place ROOMSNOTARY CROM
WVLia BLOC;
occupation will be the building of
Treasurer W. D. Radcllffe, of Be York.
Automstlo Telephone Hi.
on Railroad avenue, between San Jose
locomotives. Since the announcement Jen.
9fl0. I young butlMtf man of Naw York took
Oa Aurutt
market and French bakery.
nearly a year ago that it would build
TU la la.or of hit if. Ha paid thraa
Members of ttaa medical society who aj rolUjNa
o
al Ntl a..1 In Samlr. IKH. I. a diad 1 aa
these shops, the Illinois Cntral has ex- returned to this city last night after Iraoiliiata
Company al aa.a
pail l
,1 000 and wlli coattaua la
YOU CAN. OF COURSE,
pended something over $1,000,000 in attending the convention were: Drs. ay bat tual amount annually at L'ng a. the II. at.
bread anywhere, but if you want
Memphis.
In writing for terms, state the buy
and Mesdames Hope, Wroth, Harrison
home-madgood, light,
Cutter, Drs. Cornish and Fitzgerald
of annual income you would bread, biscuits, rolls, pies or cakes,
amount
Cerrillos and Gallup Domestlo Lump
Watercon Chief Speaker.
Through passengers were: Dr. Mc
Chicago, III., April 9. Five thous Ccnnell, Las Cruces; Dr. Bryan, Ala like to provide for your wife, the this Is the place. You cannot buy such Coal, 93.00 per ton.
Anthracite Nut, $7.50 per tea.
and invitations have been issued by mogordo, and Dr. Radcllffe, Belen amount of cash you would like as we bake anywhere else. You will
Anthracite, larger sizes, 97.75 per
the Hamilton club for Its thirteenth Mrs. Dr. Taylor Goodman, the well returned and give the ages of both. find everything that we bake the best.
Our prices the lowest for the quality. ton.
annual banquet to be given tonight in known lady physician of Albuquerque,
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.
celebration of Appomattox day. Henry who was In attendance at the conven The Mutual Life Insurance
323 South Second street; Bell 'phone
Watterson, of Louisville, Is to be the tion also returned last night.
Company
ok New York,
A15.
principal speaker and others who have
Yard and Office : 107 East Railroad
Richard A. McCcrdy, President,
CITY FRANCHISES.
avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
accepted inviations to respond to
DARBY A. DAY,
toasts are Rev. Thomas C. Green of
Manager for New Mexico,
Telephones:
Automatic 416 and
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and Congressmen No Action Taken in Electric Street
One of O'RIelly & Co.'s dusters will
N. M.
Albuquerque,
45.
Railway
267;
Bell,
Matter.
Washington,
of
Hamilton
Cusbman of
knock it out.
The franchise committee of the city
Michigan and Charles B. Landis of
MM
council, composed of Aldermen A. B.
in in
Indiana.
rrnriirTrBWTs.iiir""
McMillen, Ed Harsch and II. E. Rogers
met in the former's office last night to
Short Sermon for Young Men.
The young man who starts out in consider the matter of Albuquerque
I II
life to spend his years in shallow en street car franchises.
joyment or selfish ease, who Is care
O. E. Cromwell, and his attorney,
less of the sorrow of his surroundings H. B. Fergusson, were present repreand indifferent to the world's sin, who senting a proposition made the city by
by dissipation blinds himself to the Mr. Cromwell. The committee took
earth's finest beauties and blunts his the matter in hand under discussion
foot
the best grades carried-eve- ry
sensibilities as to its most thrilling and the situation was gone over fully,
tragedies, who is moved by no over but to little consequence, as nothing
pound pressure.
your
tested to
mastering love, actuated by no high definite was decided on.
and heavenly hope nor stirred by a
neighbors who have used it, 'if it is not
The matter will be considered by the
holy enthusiasm, for the highest at- city council as a committee of the
represented h h h m h m m m
tainments, that young man Is in hard whole before any franchise is let.
lines is ignorant of all true and sucBUILDING SPURS.
cessful life,

any piece of Chinaware, Tableware or Crockery in our store.
New stock just received and
several new patterns to select

We'll trad jroa i tamplt (ret upon rtqiint,
SCOTT A BOWNE, 409
Strt. New York.

from. COME EARLY

O. W. STRONG
AND SONS
GROSS, KELLY & CO.
(Incorporated)
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Your Wife

Imperial Laundry
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Wool, Hides, Pelts
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GROCERS

-

"Ma

c- - Baking Powder,
Navsjo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goodl,
Colorado Lard an I Meats.
K- -

:J
j

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LA
VEGAS, N. M. AND QLOR-- I
-:-

ETA, N. M.

WE HAVE ALL THE POPULAR
SPRINQ MEDICINES.
Have Just poured the second sack of
Sassafras Root into the window.
Perhaps you used to dig it when you
was a boy back in
? Can't
dig it any cheaper than we sell it
25 a pound. Enough for a gallon
or two of "Sassafras Tea."
GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription Druggist, 117 West Railroad Avenue,
Colorado Phone 63
Automatic Phone 458.

J. C.

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
Moral Looks Bestl Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
Most Economical I Full Measurel
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

8HERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

ADVERTISE

THE

III

CITIZEN

DAILY

12-1-

W. H. HAHN

T

1 (KM

OLD RELIABLE"

COAL DEALER

L. B. PUTNEY,

e

well-bake-

DUST! DUST!

ESTABLISHED 1878

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, O rain
and Provision.
Car lata a apaclalt .

Carrtaa th Larfcit
anf rtMt Eitoaulve
Slock al

Staple Groceries
tou ad fouthweit.

FARn AND FREIQHT WAGONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

"ill

If

((ri)rf'(ol(rn) UH

"1

Only

...Styles

Up-to-Dat- e...

COME, DON'T BE LATE
We can show you a nice new and complete stock of all kinds of
Carriages, Buggies, Road Wagons, Phaetons and Standhopes, ect.
BAIN and OLD HICKORY Farm Wagons, Harness and Saddles.

Ask

300

as

mm
IS

Laying Switches and Tracks to Site of
Lumber Company.
A large force of men and nineteen
teams are now engaged, and have
been the past week, making the grade
for the spur of track from the main
line of the Santa Fe to the American
Lumber company's mill site north of

.WHITNEY OO
WHOLESALE HARDWARE

113-110-1-

17

South First Street

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Our Trices are extremely low.

Let us prove this to you

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner First St. and Copper Ave,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

i
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"Saved

judge

and Kept Me

My Life

McMillan.

JUST RIGHT

n

Coffee

Paine's Celery
Compound

A. J. I7IAL0Y,

ucoccxKoooooooa

Futrelle Furniture

Boarding and Rooming House Agency

Grant

Rurdy

(L

245 ana see

The

draw

with

at

TJloynard,

The Jeweler

Meal Market
rrtsii

AMERICAN

B.

SILVER
TRUSS.

and sail nicais

RUPPE,

two-third-

THE ST.

ELMO

Toti & Gradi

8a!vo

DeWitt's

Free Delivery to all
-

Old Phone 247

Parts of the City.
North Third Street

ALBUQUERQUE

SHEET AND METAL WORKS
Te

0. AHES, Proprietor.

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

1

t

3
3
2

3

STREET

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

FOR THE BLOOD

TE,S

SEE

Z,

J. H O'RiELLY
OLD VMONK

t

I

&

CO.,

-

NKW 'fHOMK

te

Albert Faber.,

HONEY TOorgans,
LOAN

Furniture, Pianos,
Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. Oue
to twelve months time Is given.
WKjout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant BulMIng,
305 West Railroad Avenue.
cows, $1.755.65; hellers, $2.505.00;
canners, $1.502.75; bulls, $2,250
4.30; calves, $3.006.75; Texas fed
steers, $4.006 4.55.
Sheep Market steady and lower;
good to choice wethers, $5.75 7.25;
fair to choice mixed, $4.60'6.60; wes
tern sheep. $5.507.00; native lambs,
$5.005.85; western lambs. $5.26
On

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
Houee Furnishing Goods.

...While You're Dusting.,.
and having the house renovated for the Spring and Summer you will ot
course see what Is needed In every room from the kitchen to the par-lo- r
then come In and see how well and reasonably we' can supply
your want.

For the Floors
Carpets, Rugs, Linoleum and
Mattings In all stylet and all
prices.

7.85.

Kansas City.
Kansas City, April 9. Cattle Mar
ket steady to strong; native steers,
$4.00
5.25; Texas and Indian steers,
$3.164.75; Texas cows, $2.003.75;
natice cows and heifers, $2.004.35;
stockers and feeders, $3.00o,20; bulls
$1.353.75; calves, $2.755.fcO; western steers, $3.00 5.00; western cows,
$2.00

For the Windows
Lace Curtains, Draperies and
Shades.

For the Ta Mrs

6.00.

Sheep Receipts, 3,000 head; mar
ket strong;
muttons,
$3.856.50;
lambs, $5.75 11.00; range wethers,
$4.507.00; ewes, $4.756.25.

Elegant Linen, Napkins and
Doylies. '

Taxpayers of precincts 12 and 26, of 0vjX29X3KO9Ke&Ajmomoa)OO(jmo
the city of Albuquerque, can leave
tl.eir tax returns at the office of F. H.
Kent, on Third street, for the next
few days, where the assessor has es
QUIOKEL & BOTHE,
tablished an office for the purpose.

ZEIGER CAFE

Notice to Carpenters.
The regular meetings of the union
will be held on Wednesday evenings
instead of Thursday, commencing on
Wednesday, April 8.
RALPH L. GOODWIN,
Secretary.
FURNISHED ROOMS.
for light housekeeping, with or with
out board. Inquire at Minneapolis
House, between Hunlng and Coal, on
Second street.
o
Taxpayers of precincts 12 and 26, of
the city of Albuquerque, can leave
their tax returns at the office of F, H.
Kent, on Third street, for the next
few days, where the assessor has established an office for the purpose.

5

Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED
DOMESTIC WINSt A COGNAC
S
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domeetle Cigar '
k
--

- CROCKERY

e3eX)10eX)OeX5eX5eX3tX5eKeX3ef

FURNITURE

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Note All classified advertisement
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than o'clock p. m.
LOST.
LOST Lady's black pocket book with
$10 bill, trunk checks and papers.
Finder will please return to this office and receive reward.
WANTED.
WANTED

IRON

work.
dridge, C10 South Broadway.
WANTED An experienced waiter.
Apply at Chicago restaurant, Railroad avenue.
WANTED Gentle driving horse for
family use. Call on Steve Balling,
1315 Mountain road.
WANTED A good strong horse and
buckboard with harness. Call J. A.
Deal, Citizen office.
WANTED A girl, Mexican preferred,
to do general housework; must have
good reputation; situation out ot the
city.
WANTED Young man of good ad
dress to work in store. Address II.,

this

BEDS--Woo-

A girl to do general houseInquire of Mrs. J. C. Bab

office.

Indian
WANTED At Government
school a first class cook for teachers'
mess. If not first class need not ap
ply. Good salary to right person.
WANTED Girl to do housework. Call
at residence of J. W. McQuade, 805
Howard avenue.
WANTED Highest price paid for
gents' second hand clothing and
tools. Send address and will call. R.
Sweeny, 615 South First street
WANTED
Clean cotton rags for machine purposes at The Citizen office.
Price 4 cents per pound.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE A furnished restaurant
and lodging house in connection; the
best location in the city, close to
depot and shops; will sell at a bargain. Inquire 107 South First street.
FOR SALE Four bouses on South
First street, as follows: One a 12- . room; two, four roomB each, and one
five rooms; cause, leaving city. Will
Address Frank
sell at bargain.
Daniels, 1413 South First street.

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT A well Improved ranch
near Alameda. Cuts 40 tons of alfalfa a year. Machinery, 100 chickens,
a fine Holsteln cow and nice garden
patch all seeded; will let with lease.
Addrees, Wm. A. Brown, Alameda,
N. M.
FOR RENT

Furnished rooms with
bath, in private family, 616 North
Second street. '
brick house,
FOR RENT Five-roowith bath; good barn and chicken
house. Inquire ot O. Dinsdale, Rico
Cafe.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

Iron Work to Order
815 SECOND

SPRING MEDICINE
THE FRESHEST LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS AND

1503

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Was Here Last Night and Denied Certain Charges.
From Insane Asylum."
Associate Justice D. H. McMillan of
the Fifth Judicial district of New Mex-Icowho was called to Washington
.
right.
Groceries
here
just
are
The
you buy
MRS. WILCOX IS NOW IN
some weeks ago to answer t ugly
The beet quality at a fair price. PERFECT HEALTH THROUGH NO charges, was In the city letween
trains last nlgnt while en route to his
OTHER AGENCY THAN
chambers at Socorro. Judge McMillan
40-ce- nt
denies that he has resigned and that
he has agreed to resign providing the
attorney general permits him to hold
another session of court. He was a
Will cause a satisfied smile wherever tiscd.
guest
of the Alvarado while In the city
Remember the place and don't waste time in
and was called on there by a number
looking for these things.
of personal friends. He took the 11
The absolute need of an honest and o'cloc.i
train for Socorro.
genuine Invlgorator and health giver
In the spring season Is deeply ImPOLICE COURT.
pressed on the mind of every thinking
214 W. Railroad Ave
Judge Crawtord had only two terriand intelligent man and woman.
The happy cure of Mrs. J. E. Wilcox, ble drunks to deal with this morning.
of Winters, Cel., through the use cf Jose Lucero, received $5 worth of sobPaine's Celery Compound, created ering up medicine for over indulging
widespread astonishment
REAL COMFORT AT HOME
and Joy and making a nuisance of himself on
amongst
neighbors
her
friends
the streets.
and
can be taken when your rooms are covwho were exceedingly anxious regardAfter him came John Taylor, who
ered with handsome carpets and rugs,
ing her condition.
was sore on himself for having blown
which can be chosen from our superb
The best medical treatment failed his hard earned money on the tables
stock of Ingrains and Velvets. If you
even
to give Mrs. Wilcox a few days and booze. Taylor was until recently
want real value for your money carof relief from her sufferings of mind employed by Lantry Sons on the Santa
pets and rugs that will wear well and
and body. At last, Paine's Celery Fe cut off out of Helen. He passed up
look well examine the values that we
Compound saved her from a terrible his Job and came to Albuquerque with
are now offering. Brussels at 75c per
end and planted her feet firmly on the $75 in his pocket. When he woke up
yard, Wilton at 30c per yard, and last
rock of health.
this morning atter one continued day
price
Season sample Rugs at one-hal- f
Read Mrs. Wilcox's letter of testi- of heavenly Miss he had barely enough
to close out. Call early and get your
mony, dear reader, and if you remain to pay the $5 fine assessed htm for
choice.
obdurate and unbelieving after such lodging in the county Jail. Unsolicited
an earnest and convincing confession he Informed the Judge that this was
of cure, nothing but a direct act of his last whirl at the life that kills. He
Co.
COPYRIGHT.
Providence can snatch you from the paid his fine, passing out Into the cold
West End Viaduct
dangers and perils of your position. world with a heavy heart and a light
Cor. 8econd Street and Gold Avenu
Mrs. Wilcox says:
pocketliook.
"I feel It my duty to tell you what
A Wandering Young Man.
Paine's Celery Compound did for me.
A wandering young man with a
Some years ago my head troubled me
so that It seemed I should be crazy. It wandering mind Is the story connected
INFORMATION FREE.
was caused by overstudy. I asked the with the peculiar actions of Walter
Why walk all over town hunting for rooms and board?
advice of two doctors who gave me Edwards, a well appearing young man
medicine to no effect, and I did not about 29 years of age, who was picked
We have a great many desirable rooms in all parts of the city.
know what I would do. I did not want up by Marshal McMillin last night.
to see any one, everything seemed so
Edwards caused not a little exciteAgents for Camp Bernie 22 miles from Albuquerque
strange. I had a tired, lagging feel- ment in the vicinity of the shops by
ing, my bowels were out of order, my wandering around in tne rear ot
Terms Very Reasonable.
kidneys troubled me, and I felt badly, houses and acting very mysterious.
but before I had taken half of one bot- The marshal was notified and placed
tle of Paine's Celery Compound I felt the young man in safe keeping at the
like a new person. Four bottles cured city Jail, later communicating with his
Beaven'a Coal Office me, and I would recommend
502 South First Street
it to all parents, who according to letters
who feel the way I did. I can't praise found in the young man's possession,
it half enough, for I know it saved my live at Greenburg, Ky.
life and kept me from imprisonment
Edwards' mind is affected
a stage
3 in an insane asylum, which is as Lad that he is unable to give anyto account
2
m
.m.
death,"
of himself whatever. He will be held
in confinement here until Marshal Mc
ATTENTION, GUARDS.
Millin receives some wcrd from his
people in Kentucky.
Meeting for Reorganization at Zeiger's
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Cafe This Evening.
clock
and
ring,
the
above numbers
A meeting will be held tonight over
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
Zeiger's Cafe for the purpose of reor- Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, April 6. The cattle re
ganizing Company O, national guard
the tickets.
once
numbers please call
of New Mexico. An invitation is es- celpts at Kansas City last week
pecially extended to all able bodied amounted to 27,489 head, against 27
young men between the ages of 18 and 470 head the corresponding week lost
45 years, who are desirous of lending year. Receipts were more to the
a willing hand toward the up building needs of the market than during the
of a military organization that will previous week, and fluctuations were
occupy a prominent place in the or- less. Cows were not plenty, but heavy
ganizations of the territory. All the cows closed lower because they have
affairs brought about at the meeting been costing as much in the carcass
tonight will be in the hands of the as steers. Too many common stockers
THIRD STREET
and feeders were received. The best
various committees to be appointed.
heavy feeders,
Since Governor Otero has appointed kinds, particularly
gain
for
a
the week. The
small
made
Albuquerque
a board of control for the
armory, which was provided for under common stockers lost 10 to 20 cents,
the act of the last legislature, it is nec- Fat steers gained 15 cents, heavy cows
essary that a live military company be lost 10 to 25 cents, and bulls lost fully
AU
Vfndfl
organized to take charge of the ar- 25 cents.
Western stockers, weighing 848
mory. The board of control have not
as yet decided upon temporary drilling pounds, sold Monday at $3.90. The
STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.
quarters, but have sites under consid- best price for fat westerns was $4.55
paid both Monday and Tuesday for
eration.
weights from 1.100 to 1,300 pounds
K1Y1IL KLEINWORT,
Top price for native fed steers was
DANDRUFF WONT WASH OUT.
$5.10. Western cows sold well, as
MASONIC BUILDING.
N. THIRD 8TRKM The Germ That Causes It Has to Be most are light weights, quite a string
Destroyed, to Cure Dandruff.
selling Tuesday for $3.75, weighing
Many a woman spends an hour twice 952 pounds. Other sales of she stuff
a week scouring her scalp, thinking were from $3.50 to $3.80.
scrubbing off the scurf will cure the
Cattle receipts today are light at
1
dandruff. Two hours a week, at the 5,000 bead. The market was steady to
age
40
years,
spent
260
days
of
she has
I
slow on fat steers, strong on she stuff
s
of 12 hours each, or
of a and Bteady on stockers and feeders.
year of her life, In that vain hope; Speculators held over from
last week
PRESCRIPTIONS !
vain, because you can't cure dandruff a fair supply of stockers and feeders,
germ,
killing
without
and and did not enter the market with
the dandruff
LIGHT,
the only hair preparation on earth that much enthusiasm, but heavy feeders
COOL.
Mutual Telephone 43.
will do that is Newbro's "Herpicide"
were still strong and at a premium.
Euf lo W ear.
also a delightful hair dressing, and
I Retains
Sheep receipts last week amounted
No. 303 West Railroad Avenue)
pressure ca
conthorough antiseptic against ail
V
I
Severest
Hip. or Back.
to 20.332 head, against 18,42 the same
Albuquerqu, N. 11.
tagion from use of other's hair week last year. The market registered
I No undenirapa.
I
Hernia
Iwitb Comfort.
I Never movcv
brushes.
the customary advance for the week,
"Sold by leading druggists. Send 20 to 40 cents, mostly on wethers.
10c in stamps for sample to The Her- Choice Colorado wethers brought $6.75
picide Co., Detroit. Mich. B. H. Brlggs Tuesday, 111 pounds. Western lambs
& Co., special agents.
bring up to $7.50 and ewes $6.00. NaThe Di Mauro concert which is to tive clipped lambs brought $7.00 today,
be given on the 14th o' April at the weighing 86 pounds. Texas and AriSAMPLE AND CLUB ROOI.
Colombo hall will be with the fine or- zona grass sheep have begun to come,
chestra consisting of fourteen pieces. and are quotable at $5.60 to $5.85. A
Finest
The singing will be contributed by the few native spring lambs are coming
Whiskies,
best singers of the city, among whom and sell at fancy prlc.es, as high as
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
Brandies,
Miss $11.00 per cwt. being paid for them, at
are Miss Taylor, contralto;
120 W. Railroad Are., Albuquerque.
Wlnea, etc.
Houghton, also contralto; Mrs Cuneo, weights around 56 pounds. Prices may
Mrs. Wendell, Mrs. Cruess, Mr. Thom- be expected to remain good for the
as, baritone; Miss Damlano, pianist; present, as demand for the meat keeps
Flour, Feed, Provisions, May Miss Hunton, also pianist, and Miss up, and the local supply of killing
Pratt, pianist; Miss Blanche Reed, stock is about marketed.
and drain.
pianist.
Chicago.
Chicago, April 9. Cattle Market
Imported French and Italian
steady; good to prime steers, $5,000
DEALERS IN
J
Ooodt.
5.60; poor to medium, $4.004.80;
stockers and feeders, $2.00 3.50;
For Piles, Burns, Soreo.
GROCERIES AND LIQUORS.
So'e stents for 5an Antoclo Lime.

Our

1

FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
at 113V4 North Third street.
LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

In sums to suit.

Address, postofflce box 383,
querque, N. M.

Albu-

MATTRESSES-A- M

COTS

or Steel

d

Kin

1

ART SRUARES, PILLOWS, COHFORTS,
LAMPS, GLASSWARE AND TRUNKS
EASY

Borradaile &

PAYMENTS

CO.,

n7

QoM Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U S DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Tacific and the Atchison, To
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
ailU p. Villa.
rUU up VsiilJlUl., OUI
.wiww.w

.........

Joshua

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi-

dent; Frank McKee, cashier;

A B. McMillan.

H. F. Raynolds,
"

P.

B.
MALTHOID - ROOFING
&

NEEDS NO PAINTING.
With Fixture for Laying. Dura'
Write for Booklet an Sample

Put Up In Roll Complete
bllltv Guaranteed

J.

Cm

BALDRlDGE.,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Trees! Trees! Trees!
DO YOU WANT TREES?

Fruit Trees, Forest Trees, Shrubbery and Strawberry Plants.

Thoroughly

Acclamated-Nic- e

Clean Stock

5PECIAL ATTENTION OIVEN TO PACKINO AND SHIPPINO
Send for Price

Llt-Yo-

ur

Patronage Solicited,

..Santa, 17 e Nursery...Proprietor
GRANT RIVENBURG,

THE ALB' QUERQUE DAlIAfcXlTlZEN THURSDAY APRIL 9 1903
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New Mexico Towns
SANTA

FE.

From the New Mexican.
Hon. Amado Cuaves left for Albuquerque, where he has legal business
to attend to. He will visit western
New Mexico before returning home
and will be absent several days.
John B. Harper, United States engineer in charge of the Irrigation system for the Pueblo Indians in New
Mexico, Is in the capital on official
Work on irrigation ditches Is
now going on at the pueblos of Cochltl
and San Domingo under his direction.
J. H. Meadowcraft, of Wellington,
New Zealand, Is here and will make a
trip through the territory looking for
a place to locate. Mr. Meadowcraft
.will purchase land and engage in
farming. He was Induced to come to
New Mexico from New Zealand
through the bulletins and Information
furnished him by the bureau of lmmi
bus-Ines- s.

gration.

Henry D. WIsner, of Willis, was a
visitor in this city. He is posmaster
at that place and also owns a ranch
summer resort there which Is frequented by many during the heated
term. He states that the Hamilton
mines at Willis, which are owned by
George Bailey & Co., have been working regularly all winter and that the
working force is now being increased.
Kennedy & Townsend will be the
name of the new firm soon to embark
In hardware business in this city. W.
II. Kennedy, of Cerrlllos, who is at
present engaged in that business at
Cerrlllos, and W. N. Townsend, of this
city, who recently purchased W. H.
Goebel's hardware stock on the east
side of the plaza, will be the members
of the firm. They will consolidate the
two stocks and will occupy the Spltx
building on the south side of the plaza.
Danger of Colds and Grip.
The greatest danger from colds and
grip Is their resulting In pneumonia.
It reasonable care Is used, however,
and Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
taken, all danger will be avoided.
Among the tens of thousands who have
used this remedy for these diseases we
have yet to learn of a single case rebutting in pneumonia, which shows
conclusively that It Is a certain preventative of that dangerous disease.
It will cure a cold or an attack of the
grip In less time than any other treatment. It is pleasant and safe to take.
For sale by all druggists.
LAS VEGA8.

From the Optic.
At the session of the probate court
A. T. Rogers qualified as adminis
trator of the estate of Sophia E. Hamilton. Anna Valdez was appointed
guardian of the estate of Mary Valdez.
A number of members of troop A
instead of going to drill yielded to the
allurements of cupld and were making
themselves solid with their "best,"
when a squad sent by Captain Tark-Ingtoarmed with requisition papers
put In an appearance and took them
down to drilling quarters.
Word from outlying points is to the
effect that never in the history of this
and Mora counties were the farming
Bigger crops
prospects so bright.
than ever before are being planted, the
ground is In the best of condition and
the returns will undoubtedly be large.
A prosperous year for the farming
population may be anticipated.
The committee appointed on location of a copper reduction plant met
and listened to the report of the subcommittee which looked over a number of locations. As there seemed to
be a tendency on the part of those to
whom application for sites was made
to esfcrge enorbltant prices, the subcommittee was granted further time.
The house of Charles Ilfeld has re- n

--

TO BE DEPENDED ON.

celved a letter from the branch establishment at Santa Rosa, which details the story of the big storm there
last Thursday. The platform In front
of the II feld store was blown away
and the building was somewhat dam
aged. In the furious sand storm two
trains collided, owing to the Inability
of the engineers to see the signals,
One man was killed and live were
Injured.
Also a great deal of rolling
stock was destroyed or damaged.
From the Record.
The school board met and attended
to considerable routine business. The
resignations of J. H. York and Dr. C.
C. Gordon were accepted but no successors were elected. The teachers
will be elected at the next meeting of
the board and it is desired that all
teachers put In their applications for
reappointment.
Las Vegas Typographical Union No.
312 held Its regular monthly meeting,
nearly all of the members being present. To ere being a vacancy In the
office of president, H. E. Blake, vice
president, assumed the duties of that
office for the unexpired term, and F.
M. Jones was elected to the vice presi
dency. A vacancy In the executive
committee was filled by the election of
bimon Mares.
Troop A met for regular drill and
also held a business meeting and
court martial. The latter rendered a
decision fining all
officers $2, who failed to attend the
mounted drill last Sunday. The matter of giving another ball was dis
cussed and owing to the request of
many of the dancers of the city it was
decided to give another ball at the
Montezuma Casino on the 24th of this
month, which, as usual will be a very
enjoyable affair.
SEVERE ATTACK OF GRIP
Cured by One Bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
"When I haa an attaca of the grip
last winter (the second one) I actually
cured myself with one bottle of Chamberlains Cough Remedy," says Frank
W, Perry, editor of the Enteprlse, of
Shortsvllle, N. Y. "This Is the honest
truth. I at times kept from coughing
myself to pieces by taking a teaspoon-fu- l
of this remedy, and when the cough
ing spell would come on at night I
would take a dose and It seemed that
In the briefest Interval the cough
would pass off and I would go to sleep
perfectly free from cough and Its accompanying pains. To say that the
remedy acted as a most agreeable surprise is putting It very mildly. I had
no Idea that It would or could knock
out the grip, simply because I had
never tried It for such a purpose, but It
did, and It seemed with the second at
tack of coughing the remedy caused It
to not only be of less duration, but the
pains were far less severe, and I had
not used the contents of one bottle before Mr. Grip had bid me adieu." For
sale by all druggists.
o

SILVER CITY.
From the Independent.
J. R. Martyr, who Is Interested in
mines in the Burros, spent a Bhort
time in Silver City last week, much to
the delight of his many friends.
W. C. Porterfield Is having his store
completely overhauled. Stock is being taken and new goods set In place,
The wood work Is being repainted and
other changes made.
Miss Corrlne White, sister of Alvau
N. White, county school superintend
ent, came into Silver City last week
from the Mlmbres, where she has com'
pleted a most successful year's teach
Ing.
Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Titus, and two
children, of Lake Valley, N. M., and
Miss Carrie Titus, of Kansas City, Mo.,

are visiting relatlveshere. Miss Titus

will remain a week and then visit
Because it ie the Experience of an Al-- , with friends In Albuquerque.
buquerque Citizen and Can Readily
A large cattle deal has been con;
Be Investigated.
summated by which J. C. Cureton has
' A stranger lost in a large city would
sold his interest in the O. O. S. stock

place far more dependence on the directions given him by a local resident
than the guidance of another stranger
like himself. This is a natural consequence; It's like a ship In a strange
port a trusty pilot familiar with the
harbor Is always called upon to bring
ber safely to her moorings. So It Is
with endorsement; we doubt the sayings of people living at distant points
because we can't Investigate, but public expression of local citizens can be
depended on for 'tis an easy matter to
prove it. Evidence like the following
Is beyond dispute:
J. W. Gertig, bookkeeper, residence
408 West Coal avenue, says: "When I
lived in Mansfield, Ohio, several years
ago I bad an attack of lumbago. Doan's
Kidney Pills were highly recommended by residents of Mansfield in the papers of that city and I went to the drug
store kept by a friend of mine, named
W. Barton, for a box and commenced
the treatment. A continuation of" it
for some time stopped the attack and
for several years there was no recurrence. Some six months ago I noticed
pain in my back and knowing what
Doan's Kidney Pills had performed
when they first came to my notice, I
went to the Alvarado drug store for
a box. The treatment was just as effective as it was when I first used it In
proves
Ohio. This to mo positively
that Doan's Kidney Pills can be depended upon."
For sale by all dealers; price i
cents. Foeter-MllburCo., Buffalo, 1
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and take
14
no sr' titute.
n

to E. M. Walker, a prominent business
man of Gold HUI. The sale was made
the first of last week. The G. O. S.
company are large stock owners, and
though the share owned by Mr. Cure- ton la not exactly known, still there Is
no doubt but that the sale was a large
one. Mr. Cureton will now come to
Silver City and move into the Stockton residence. He announces his intention of remaining here during the
summer at least, after which time he
expects again to go into the country.

Ayers
Sarsaparilla
easily tired, if your nerves
are weak and your blood is
thin, then begin to take the

good old standard family
Ayer's Sarsapaconstipated, use
Ayer's Pills. Two grand
family medicines. Sold for
O. AjmrCe.,
t.
60 years.
.
lOWlI,
medicine
rilla. If

claims oa Kico gulch and adjoining
the Birch claims.
Hatfield, Talbot and others are contemplating putting In a telephone line
from here to the pump In Ancho gulch,
which is owned by the railroad company. They will then have a line to
the station.
W. A. Mclvers Is expected here any
day to begin work on the claims which
he recently bonded from different parties. The principal claims are: Five
from Frost & Winston and two from
W. W. Fltzpatrlck.
All the claims are
promising.
Mr. Chlnn Is doing some work on
the west side of Monument Peak. He
Is liable to strike a bonanza, as that
side of the Peak is believed to be rich
In gold, silver and copper, and has
been prospected but very little. He Is
also looking out for more ground on
the east side.

the

After a Mountain Lion.
Antonio Roybal, of Nambe, was In
the city yesterday and brought with
him the fur of a mountain Hon killed
by him on Friday that measured eight
feet from the tip of his nose to the end
of his tall. He sold It to J. S. Candela-rlo- .
Mr. Candelarlo yesterday furnished Ruperto Moya, of Tesuque, with
four traps and the latter will endeavor to capture a lion that has killed
three horses in that vicinity lately. It
Is Mr. Candelarlo's desire to take the
lion alive, and Moya Is to send In for
him if the Hon Is trapped, when he will
go out and attempt to rapture it by
the means of ropes. The traps are
light and will be fastened to logs large
enough to prevent the Hon from getting away, but light enough for the animal to walk with It. Santa Fe New
Mexican.

A Sweet Breath
is a never falling sign of a healthy
stomach. When the breath Is bad the
stomach Is out of order. There is no
remedy In the world equal to Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure for curing indigestion,
dyspepsia and all stomach disorders.
Mrs. Mary S. Crick, of White Plains,
Ky., writes: "I have been a dyspeptic
for years tried all kinds of remedies
but continued to grow worse. By the
use of Kodol I began to improve at
once, and after taking a few bottles am
fully restored In weight, health and
strength and can eat whatever I like.
Kodol digests what you eat and makes
the stomach sweet. B. H. Briggs &
Co.; S. Vann ft Son.

A. EDSON. Manager,
Denver Colo.

Weak Nerves

They hare cored thousands, and w
have so much confidence In them that
we gHre an iron clad guarantee with a
SS.Q0 order.
Sent anywhere In plain package. II 00
per box, boxes for 5 00. Book free.
Address, Pcal Mbdicinb Co., Cleve-

t

land, Ohio.

For sale

by B. H.
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LOCA12 UNDERTAKER SANTA

FI

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS
RUNS

"THE FASTEST EVER"
eTOe

Q
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Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago or
phis and Principal Points.

Co.

Mem-

Call on Agent for full information
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A, E.
System, El Paso, Texas.
P.-N.-
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TWICE EVERY WEEK
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The Oreat Republican
Paper of America,

The Qreat News
paper of the World. Globe-Democr- at

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

PACIFIC RAILROAB.

CLUB BUILDINO.

THE JOHN BECKER CO.,
Roll or Mills and Elevator

Almost equal to a Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
newa form all parta of the World erery Tuesday and Friday. Full and Cor--.
rect Market Reports. A variety of Interesting and instructive reading matter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Homo
Journal. Two papers every week, Qno Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES

THE GLOBE PRINTINQ CO.. SLLoufs Mo:

A badge

of the
Burlington.

n't

"For yeare and years a Burlington badge or a Burlington uniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman,
or agent has stood for all the courtMy and conelderatllon of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.
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A. S. HUGHES, Oen. Traffic Uan.

8. K. HOOPER, Gen. Passenger and Ticket

People cannot help worrying when
their nerre. r weak. That feeling-oUnroof, dullnes. ana exhaustion is
the fearful condition which often precede insanity. The power to work or
prcca the mind night and day.
If you are suffering- the torture of
Kenrou Debility, there is no knowing
bow soon yon may decline to something
more horrible. But you can get weir
The youthful strength, buoyancy and
happiness can be restored by the we of
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AZTEC.

From the Index.
Dr. J. W. Coolldge and wife, of
Scranton, Pa., who have been visiting
this section for the past week, left for
their home. Though Dr. Coolldge has
large Interests near Frultland, in this

J.

expremt, praps td, for
1.00. or bottle ia.Tft.
Circular tent on rsqnaat

Residence, Automatic 'Phone
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

COMHERCIAL

AND MINING CAMPS ....

Tha Tourists' Favorite Rout to all Mountain Resorts. The only
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Paclfla Coast
Through 8leeplng Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, 8alt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, San Francisco and Lee Angeles.
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS

'nJ
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From the Times.
Mrs. J. R, Pond and children left for
their ranch home on the La Plata,
where they will spend the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Moore will also go up
the latter part of the week.
Prof. John A. Frailer, who taught a
successful term of school her winter
before last, came down from his ranch
in Colorado and spent the night here.
He was here to look after some business matters and Incidentally to learn
what was the prospect for his getting
the balance yet due him for teaching.
Bishop J. B. Ashcroft, of FruIUand,
was forty years old Saturday and
when he finished his work on the ditch
above here and bad gone home that
night, he was agreeably surprised to
find a party of about 125 married persons, younger and oider, awaiting him
at the hall where and when a sumptuous banquet was served and a most
delightful evening was spent.
The
children, being barred out on account
of the number of their elders, were
accorded the privilege of celebrating
the occasion Monday afternoon.

.... TOWNS

Cough Cure

r
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Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
DENVER.

When you want to buy Floor and Bran, cr want to sell

Wheat, writ to

THE JOHN BEOKEtv CO., Props.

BELEN,

N.: M
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80 in Mexico City

JICARILLA.

Cheap California Trip
In Pullman Tourist Sleeper daily oil fast train, with pleasant people.
Save money and travel comfortably. Personally conducted
excursions, in charge of experienced agent,

,

San Francisco

i

G. W. VAIURV, Central A tent'

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

To
Los Angeles,

J

od

A

v
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Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville, Glen-woSprings, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico

laalt-Ui-
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RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE ft SANTA FE

THE POPULAR JJNE TO

PafjiVToWrnLLO

public generally that DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve is the only salve on the
market that is made from the pure,
unadulterated witch hazel. DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve has cured thousands of cases of piles that would not
yield to any other treatment, and this
fact has brought out many worthless
counterfeits.
Those persons who get
the genuine DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Foley's Kidney Cure makes kidneys
Salve are never disappointed, because
bladder right. Don't delay taking.
and
it cures. B. H. Brlgga & Co,; S. Vann Alvarado
Pharmacy.
& Son.
FARMINGTON.

DENVER ft RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN

old-tim-

Foley'a Honey and Tar contains no
opiates, and will not constipate like
nearly all other cough medicines. Refuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
From White Oaks Eagle.
E. II. Talbot has completed his new
hotel, which insures visitors good accommodations. It was badly needed.
Pankey, Curtis and Parker are sinking on their contract, which they have
from Mr. Hatfield.
The Free Gold Mining & Milling
company are Kinking a fchaft to cut a
pay streak which they encountered In
sinking a well. They expect to cut the
vein with twenty feet more of work.
Mr. Ellis has bonded for one year
the Prospect mining claim, which has
a very good showing. Some rich ore
has been taken out and milled at the
old Glass mill which netted good returns. The price to be paid Is $5,000.
Brotberton, Haviland and Knight
have sold their placer claims to the
Free Gold Mining & Milling company.
The property
consists of thirteen

Denver & Rio Grande System

JEvory Woman
--

If you feci run down, are

Due Notice le Served.
Due notice Is hereby served on

county, and has been a frequent visitor
Japanese and China matting In all
for the past fifteen years, this Is Mrs.
grades at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Coolldge'a first trip here.
M. A. Dougherty and J. Dee Conger, avenue.
of Waco, Texas, who had been here
some ten days looking for a location,
left for their home, having purchased
. ...
. --.;.. .noma
I. InftAM
-KBOW
l
the Sam Ent ranch on the La Plata.
lKAXVEL WWrWag Spray
As soon as they can arrange tuelr affairs In Texas they will return here
with their families and become citia
zens of San Juan county.
If hnno! tpp, h
J. P. Mulnlx, who haa lived In the nAMTRL.
tin
Irnrnl
other, bat MDd Itimn fnr rtlnsw
La Plata valley and who was an
In southwestern Colorado, dropped dead In his corral, while feeding
stock Wednesday morning. We have
known Mr. Mulnix for a number of
years and were quite shocked to hear
Original mm 01 toaln
of his sudden death, he being a hale,
I.bsIIsm. as Drstfrlrt
MATT.. Vwartrvha
W
HlCalKSTKK'M ENOLLSII
hearty man of some 60 years.
tih
bis
i haHaitN
Pursuant to a call, a number of permm4 Kax
(iMtHatiem
lnirfja
Baj of jroyr Drufcl.t, r a
sons met at the Opera hall Tuesday
4.
ran. i.i .r Pai4lVUr. Tms1sbsWU
ui4 'tUllrf ftr l.axike,. Utisr, by r.
evening to discuss the organization of
T. stlnwolalt. BU hf
1 .
Mall.
Isn
tor 'hiiUsal C
a fair af Aztec. The night was unfav- riMtkM tats DriutlM).
t?r. M4im Ham. ft MALA., A
orable for a large attendance, and
after organizing, by the election of L.
CTinute
Current, chairman, and E. O. Berry,
For
Coughs,
Cold and Croup.
secretary, the meeting adjourned until
2:30 p. m. Saturday. It Is hoped there
MEN AND WOMEN.
will be a large attendance of people
Cm Biff A forunnatnra
Hirhvri;"jDf1ftniniAtlfllM
throughout
from
hlkt
the valleys.
Irritations or nlraratfot
v
Kfc J IH la striatum.
of mueoai tvmbraQ
Palnlr, and not ait tin
The surest and safest remedy for
or
kidney and bladder diseases Is Foley's Kvtntt Urn totwmCr tnt
Sold by DrarsUta,
Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
a or! went in pla'i wrwppftr,

Inquire of local agent

Santa Fe

This "Paris of Latin America" is situated orer six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
Aiiuough not generally known summer la the very
experienced.
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nig n.s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under
"The White Umbrella."
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The Mexican Central
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best of accommodations to
Is prepared tc furnish you with th
Call on or address,
points in Mexico.
C. R. HUDSON,
W. 0. MEAD,
W. D. MURDOCK,
Q. F. & P. A.,Mexlco.
C. A.. El Paso. A. a. & P. A.. Mexico
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JUDGE POPE AT WORK.

l

NEW CURB FOR......

CONSUMPTION

The

Over Eighty Per Cent in the First Stage and
Seventy Per Cent in the Second Stage
of This Disease are Cured by the

Citizen

taxes, $270.68; from Rumaldo Roybal,
treasurer and collector of Mora counSentenced Ladrone Chieftain to Death ty, of 1903 taxes, $80.65.
A Heavy Blow to the Law-les- s
Element
Resignation Tendered.
' A recent issue of the Manila AmeriHon. Amado Chaves, who on Mon-dslast wa appointed clerk of the
can, published at Manila, Island of
Luton, gives an interesting account of United State land commission of the
the situation in the Island ot Layte and territory, tendered hi resignation to
mentions the work of Judge W. H. Governor Otero, chairman of the com
Pope, of the court of the first Instance, mission. He found that the duties that
who is well and favorably known In would be required of him would inter
fere too much with his professional
New Mexico. Tbe American says:
"Supervisor of FlBcals Trent return- business and that he therefore could
ed from Samar and Leyte this morn- not accept the position.
ing, where he spent one month invesNotarise Appointed.
tigating the affaire of the two islands.
-Governor Otero ha appointed the
Mr. Trent reports conditions on
and Leyte exceptionally quiet following notaries nubile: Pablo Medl
The ladrone are on the run, the sen- na, Revuelto, San Juan county; Julius
tence received by the captured out- Wolff, of Cabezon. Sandoval county:
law having frightened the other so Alejandro Fresaues. of Sanello. San
that those who are remaining in the Miguel county; James G. Bogard, of
Tucumcarl, Quay county; Joe Blbo, of
field are not In evidence.
"Simon de Pardera, ladrone, politic- Bernalillo. Sandoval county; David J.
al agitator, 'Americano amlgo,' presi- Aber, of Tucumcarl. Quay countv: Lon
dents of Jaranguan, on the Gandara 8. Trout of Hopewell, Rlo Arriba coun
river, and notorious ruler of the law- ty; DIontslo Archuleta, of Petaca, Rlo
less element of Samar, was arrested Arriba county.
and was tried by Judge Pope. His arFish and Game Law.
rest was a big surprise and a heavy
Copies of the fish and game law
Mow to the lawless element in that
v. ere sent out by
Territorial Secretary
rection of the country. He offered $5
W. Raynolds to all postmasters In
J.
000 to any American who would defend
him at trial. His remarkable control the territory to be posted in the post- over ladrone bands was due to his re offices. Page B. Otero, fish and game
markable wealth, which be very freely commissioner, left for Denver to congave out for the purchase of supplies sult with the fish and game commisand arms with which to carry on the sioner of Colorado as to the method
lawless work. His guilt was manifest- adopted of enforcing the fish and game
ed by the evidence brought out in the law In that state. On hi return he
trial. There Is no question but what will at once organize this territory,
death or long term sentence will be He has had many complaints of moun
tain sheep and deer being killed in
given him.
"One of the notorious members of Otero county, and will probably first
go there and appoint hi deputies.
the Dios-Dlowho confessed in court
to having administered the bolo for
Land Office Business.
the removal of prisoners' heads, was
following home stead entry was
The
by
Judge
sentenced to death
Pope.
Marcelino Montoya,
"Judge Rohdle leaves Surlago to- made Tuesday:
postofflce, 160 acres In San
morrow for Ormoc, Leyte, where he Chapelle
expects to hold a special term of Miguel county.
Tbe following final homestead encourt."
tries were made yesterday: Emlterlo
Dreadful Attack of Whooping Cough. Solano, Jardin postofflce, 40 acre In
Mrs. Ellen Harliaon, of 300 Park Mora county; David Qulntana, Wagon
avenue, Kansas City, Mo., writes as Mound postofflce, 165 acres In Mora
follows: "Our two children had a se- county.
The following homestead entries
vere attack of whooping cough, one of
them in the paroxysm of couching were made Tuesday: Damasio Montowould often faint and bleed at the ya, Santa Fe postofflce, 150 acres in
nose. We tried everything we heard Santa Fe county; Felipe N. De Aguero,
of without getting relief. We then Springer postofflce, 160 acres in Colfax
called in our family doctor who pre county.
The following final homestead enscribed Foley's Honev and Tar. With
Manuel
the very first dose they began to im tries were made Tuesday:
prove and we reel that it has saved Valdet, Wagon Mound postofflce, 160
their lives." Refuse substitutes. Al- - acres in Mora county.
Earl C. Campbell, of Lumberton, has
varado Pharmacy.
filed a declaratory coal statement upon
8ILVER CITY WLL CELEBRATE. northeast section 10, township 31
north, range 1 west, situated In Rlo
That Town Will Raise $1,500 for the Arriba county.
Various Prize.
Make a Clean 8weep.
A announced in the last issue of
There' nothing like doing a thing
the Independent, some of the citizens
of the town held a meeting the other thoroughly. Of all the salves you ever
evening, and decided to make arrange heard of, Bucklen'a Arnica Salve is the
ments to celebrate the Fourth of July best It sweep away and cure burns,
In proper style and In the usual way In sores, bruises, cut, bolls, ulcer, skin
Silver City. A great deal ot enthus- eruption and pile. It' only 25c, and
iasm baa been evinced and those pres guaranteed to give satisfaction by all
ent reached a decision in regard to druggist.
the most Important matters. It was
GRAND CONCERT.
decided that $1,600 would be raised
for the purpose of offering large prizes By Prof. Di Mauro at Colombo Hall,
for roping contests and horse racing.
Tuesday, April 14.
Two bands are to be secured, one a
Those who will assist Professor Dl
Mexican band from out of town, and Mauro in his concert are as follows:
the other a local band. Tbe committees
Mr. Wendell, soprano.
will be appointed some time this week
Mrs. Cuneo, soprano.
Miss Grace Houghton, contralto.
and further arrangements
will be
Miss Taylor, contralto.
made.
Mr. Ed F. Thomas, basso.
Silver City is noted for its Fourth of
Mr. A. Moya, cornetlst.
July celebrations and there ia no doubt
Accompanists, Miss Hanthorne, Miss
but that the present one will prove as
successful as all others have done be- Everltt, Miss Damlano and Miss Reed.
fore it Those in charge are making
Program.
every effort to arouse enthusiasm in
Overture by Italian band.
regard to it and report successful re- Overture King Dodo ,
sults so far.
Helding Anderson
Grand Orchestra
Pneumonia ia Robbed of It Terror Orpheus and Enaldlce
by Foley' Honey and Tar. It stops
Miss Taylor
the racking cough and heals and Theme and Variations , . Ovlde Musln
strengthens the lungs. If taken in time
Prof. Di Mauro
it will prevent an attack of pneumonia. Doris (with violin and cello obligaRefuse substitutes.
Alvarado Phartos)
Nevln
macy.
Miss Grace Houghton
Polka, with Variations
By Clemens Strassberger
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
y

Sa-m-

NEW

Job

Ai to a cure for consumption, there has been enlless theorliing
and numberless "cures" hare been advocated, practiced and abandoned.
Those proposed have generally been based on the alleged discovery of
'some mysterious compound having the effect of arresting the disease.
There are of course very pertinent reasons why these "discoverers" should withhold from the public Information as to the nature
of their remedies, but If this is necessary, it is hardly likely to beget
widespread confidence.

dice

THE OZONOFORM TREATMENT.
The new Ozonoform Treatment for Consumption which has been
introduced by Dr. Frederick J. Fielding and is now being tried with the
above satisfactory results at the Fielding Institute In the Hicks Building, San Antonio, is sharply differentiated from the other
cures first is the fact that its nature is openly proclaimed by Its
originator, Dr. Kretchmeyer, of Berlin, and second, that it is founded,
not on some sudden and accidental discovery of a curative substance,
but on the results of years of study and experimentation alon the lines
which modern scientific thought has Indicated as the most likely to
bring about satisfactory results.
GET DR. FIELDING'S BOOK.
A full description of the new Ozonoform Treatment, together with
much information of value to consumptives Is contained In a book
which has recently been published by Dr. Fielding. It Is a handsomely
Illustrated work, and everyone interested In the subject should write or
Dr. Fielding at the Hicks Building, San Antonio, Texas, for a copy
of it. It Is sent free of charge.

The Citizen Job

Office is prepared to j
turn ouc wore of g

any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.
Mail orders
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Blanks
of all kinds on hand
mining, real estate
and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are

very

carefully

drawn, and are issued by authority.

The Latest
Type Faces
for cards, circulars,

letter heads, envelopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.

We
Will Not
do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office

in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen
does.

Blank
Books
The CITIZEN is
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

Book
Binding
Books, magazines,
pamphlets, catalogues, etc., bound
in anyfstyle lowest
rates. Satisfaction

guaranteed.

We
Never

Disappoint

i

OZ0N0F0RM TREATMENT

DEM I NO.

Few Pointer About a Good Town In
Southern New Mexico.
Keep yeur ex on ueming.
Demi tig has Just been Incorporated.
Dentine ships over 100.000 head of cattle
annually; Is the oenter of the greatest
breeding region In the southwest and cattlemen all know this.
Demlng, the coming city of New MexA

See our new spring line of carpets.
We can save you money. Albeit Fab-er, 305 West Railroad avenue,
o

Reclining
Each season brings out some new
features and an improvement over
last. All our carts are fitted with new
and improved gear, easy riding springs
and durable, and more elaborate than
ico.
ever shown before. We have about 60
Demlng has a magnificent school sys-assorted prices ranging from $4.00 to
Detnlng, the railroad center ef New 130.00. Dont fall to see them before
buying. W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co.,
Mexico.
Demlng, the gateway to the best part of corner second and Coal.
Go-Ca- rt.

Old Mexico.
Deminc, the seat of the new county of
See the new Knox Pantourls hat
Luna.
comes In the light beaver color. The
Demlng la the great mining center of swellest thing In the
market Simon

the southwest.
Demlng I Don't overlook It If you are
looking for a safe and paying Investment.
Demlng water la chemically pure-equ- al
to Polan springs.
Demlng has Increased M per cent In population In four years.
Demlng water and pure osone make
strong and healthy people.
Investments In Demlng .ota will double
and treble In one year.
Deminc has now a large toe plant and
elect rlo light system under contract.
In Deminc the demand for rental
houses Is five times In excess of the supply.
Deminc has an abundance of water for

8tern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.

We can supply your wants In oil
cloth, and linoleum. The largest stock
to select from at Albert Faber's 305
Railroad avenue.
Eggs for Hatching
From fine Black Minorca, prolific layers of large white eggs; 60 cents per
13. Also eggs from the beautiful light
Brahma, 75 cents per 13.
EDWARD McGUIRE.

Your Money's Worth.
We make no extra charge on our
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gar- spring suits because they are made by
dens.
any particular firm. You pay for the
jo
Buy lota and build In Demlng. Tour
rental returns will be 20 per cent on the goods only, not for any particular
brand. But we guarantee every suit
Investment.
In Demlng good safe loans can be tad and will replace any unsatisfactory
at better rates than In the old established garment free of charge.
towns.
SIMON STERN,
At Demlng you can buy lots at $100
Railroad
Avenue Clothier.
The
which will pay you lot per cent In less
than twelve months.
Mrs. Bamoini, at ner parlors. No,
In Demlng another good hotel Is needed 205 South First street, over the Hyde
to accommodate the enormous Increase ef Exploring Expitlon
store, is prepared
population.
Demlng la a great health result has no tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
superior In climate for the cure of pul- hair dressllng, treat corns, bunion
and Ingrowing nails. She gives masmonary troubles.
Demlng will be the Croat smelter oenter. sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Two large plants will be Installed within Bambini's own preparations of comthe year.
plexion cream builds up the skin and
Why buy high priced Iota when you can
get them In Deminc cheap now, with cer- improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
tain advance assured T
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unsur- aUo prepares a hair tonic that cures
passed for fertility, production of fruits and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; re
and vegetables of sill kinds.
Demlng offer the same opportunities moves moles, warts and superfluous
now that the most prosperous cities In the hair. Give her a trial. She also has
west offered several year ago.
a very fine tooth powder, which shf
Deminc needs one hundred new houses
to supply the demand, and needs theui guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes tbe breath,
now. This demand continues to crow,
hardens tbe gums and makes the teeth
o
P. A. Jones,
m C E.
clean and white. It Is highly recomConsulting Mining Engineer
mended by all first class dentists. AlField assistant U. 8. Geological Surve so a face powder, a freckle cure, and
AiDuquerque, N. M.
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
Correspondence solicited.
these preparations are purely vegetaWe are headquarters for lace cur- ble compounds. Give her a tital.
tains, draperies and portieres. Albert Automatic telephone 490.
raker, 305 Railroad avenue.
Fresh Cut Flower,
Spring suits of superior quality and
IVES, THE FLORI8T.
superior workmanship. A nicked show
ing of the best products of the season. Advertisement tor rreposais for Bid.
Tbe undersigned, the capltol custodTbe very latest novelties In the finest
grades of pure wool cassimeres and ian committee, hereby invite sealed
pure worsted cheviots. The bleeest bids to repaint and sand the cupola,
stock of clothing ever brought to the dome, cornices, balustrades, tin roof,
territory, call around and let us show down spouts, tin aad zinc work, and
window frames of the capltol building,
yu- SIMON STERN.
at San'a Fe.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Each bid shall be accompanied by a
.
Our linen display is attract! va
certified check of $100.00, to Insure
prices none the less so. Albert Faber, the entering into the contract, if it be
urani ouiiamg.
received up to the 15th, day of April
at noon, when they will be opened in
Boys' W. L. Boufflss 12 Krt Bhrta
tbe presence of the bidders, and the
strongest boys' shoe In the world
contract will be let to the lowest and
made of box calf or vih vid at
ka
best bidder therefor, this committee
Simon Stern, Railroad Ave Clothier.
reserving the right to reject any and
Just received a large assortment of all bids. All work and material to be
art squares and rugs. Albert Faber, of the highest and best class.
Al bids should be addressed to A. A.
Grant building.
o
Keen, secretary of the committee, at
MONUMENTS.
whose office the bids will be opened.
All kinds of stone and marble work.
N. O. LAUGHLIN,
Prices moderate. Shop and yard corEDWARD L. BARTLETT,
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
A. A. KEEN.
H. Q. MAURINO ft CO.
Capitol Custodian Commission.

c

Electrical Work.
Nash, corner of Lead avenue and
Second street contractor and dealer
In all kinds of electrical appliance.
Electric door bells, chaadaller and
fancy shades, burglar alarms, fans
and motors, and special wiring. Automatic 'phone 401.
M

,

-

Mr. A. Moya

Aseor's Notice.
The undersigned, assessor of Bernalillo county, hereby gives notice that
he In person or by deputy will be In
the following precincts on tbe dates
and at .the places named for the purpose of receiving tax returns for tbe
year 1903:
Precinct No. 8 Alameda, Malaqulas
Martinez, April 9.
AlbuPrecinct No. 4 Rancho d
Yotmz women rnav avolrl
querque, Daniel Martinet, April 1.
ranch sickness and pain, says Precinct No. 8 Los Grlegos, ' Juan
Samora, April 11.
miss Aima pratt. it thev w I C. Precinct
No. 35
Henry,
only have faith in Lydla E. Springer, April 13. Duranes,
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Precinct No. 6 Los Padlllas, Vidal
" I feel it my duty to tell all vounr Chaves, April 9.
PreclnctNo.il Pajarlto, Jose Chawomen how much Lydla E. Plnk-ves y Chaves, April 10.
n wonaenui vejrciaDie compound ha done for me. I was oona- Precinct No. 9 Rancho Atrisco, J
nlet1v mn rinwn nn 1.1. 4 . . . a B. Lucero, April 11.
school, and did not car for any kind
Precinct No. 28 Atrisco, at School
"uK!i,ji uu now i xei nice a new House, April 13.
gamea
seven pound
nv)
of flesh in three months.
Precinct No. 6 Barelas, Eslavio
" I recommend it to alt young women Vigil, April 14.
who suffer from female weakness.
No. 14 San Ignacio, Nico
MlM Alma. Pratt. Ilr.ll., xri-- v.
... lasPrecinct
Herrera, April 11.
Precinct No. 22 La Tijera, J. R. Car
FREE MEDICAL ADVICE TO penter, April 9.
YOUNG WOMEN;
Precinct No. 7 San Antonio, Chas.
All voting trlrls at this period of Kemp, April 10.
r"',Uy Invite.1 Jto write Precinct No. 23 San Pedro, Juan
ii.Rre I'lnlf
ham
April 11.
has guided In a motherlv war Otero,
Precinct No. 10 Escobosa, Filemeno
iiunareas or young women; her Mora,
April 13.
Precinct No. 84 Chillll, Adolfo 8a-la-a,
given; ner address is Lynn, Mass.
April 14.
Jndirtnir Imm K
.v. t.
calving- from so many young girls Mrs.
Precinct No.
Albuquerque,
Plnkham la inclinl tn tWKiia
of F. H. Kent, April 9.
our girl are pushed altogether too
GEO. F. ALBRIGHT,
neartne limit of tneir endurance now
Assessor for Bernalillo County.
adaya in our public schools and seminaries: lass lfkmln tr in mam
Assessor' Notice.
needed, m
Notice Is hereby given that the undersigned, assessor of Bernalillo coun
minutes, however, they collected their ty, has for the convenience of tax
senses enough to raise the lifeless payers, opened an office at Room 11,
body and place it on the table, while Armijo Building, Third and Railroad
a messenger was dispatched for a avenue, over B. Ufeld ft Co., In the city
doctor. Dr. E. H. Irvln arrived, but of Albuquerque, where returns of tax
pronounced life extinct a few minutes payers will be received until further
afterwards. El Paso News.
notice.
It is made the Imperative duty ot
A Thoughtful Man.
the assessor to assess a penalty;
M. M. Austin, of Winchester, lnd., against all tax payers who fall to reknew what to do In the hour of need. turn their property for taxation and
His wife had such an unusual case of this requirements of the Statute will
stomach and liver trouble, physicians be enforced against all persons who
could not help her. He thought of and fail to make their returns to tbe undertried Dr. King's New Life Pills and signed within the period required by,
she got relief at once and was finally law.
cured. Only 25c, at all druggists.
The assessor or a deputy will be In
constant attendance at tbe place desCOMING EVENTS.
ignated above from 8 o'clock a. m.
April 14 Musical concert at Colom until 6 o'clock p. m., each business day.
bo hall by Professor Dl Mauro.
for the purpose ot receiving returns.
April 16 Elks' "A Yard of Daisies,"
J. M. SANDOVAL,
at Colombo hall.
Assessor Bernalillo County.
April 16 Home missionary concert
at public library hall.
f
Notice of Forfeiture.
April 17 Woodmen Circle ball, Co
Territory of Arizona, County of Co
lombo hall.
ss.
April 28 Concert and ball at Co chlse,
To M. J. Sherlock, his heirs and as
lombo hall by Italian band.
signs:
May 6 President Roosevelt will
Tou are hereby notified that I have
visit Albuquerque.
expended one hundred dollars (f 109.00)
A Chattanooga Drugglat'a Statement In labor and Improvements upon tbe
Robt. J. Miller, proprietor of the "Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate In
Read house drug store of Chattanooga, Peralta Canon, Cochitl District, Bernaienn., writes: "There is more merit lillo Co., New Mexico, as will appear
In Foley's Honey and Tar than In any by certificate filed February 8, 1896, In
other cough syrup. The calls for it the office of the recorder of said Counmultiply wonderfully and we sell more ty, In order to hold said premises un- of it than all other cough syrups com- - der tbe provisions of section 2324 Re
vised Statutes of the United States, begined. ' Alvarado Pharmacy.
ing the amount required to hold the
H. W. Samuels, representing the same for the year ending December 31,
Nash-SmitTea ft Coffee company, oi 1802.
Denver and St. Louis, is In the city
And if within ninety days from the
calling on local retail merchants.
serving of this notice, you fail or reDelegate Rodey has secured a pen fuse to contribute your proportion ot
slon at $10 a month, beginning Septem such expenditure, together with the
ber 21, 1899, for Manuel Garcia, of coBt of this publication, as a
Seboyeta. Valencia county. New Mex your Interest in the said claim will beico. Mr. Garcia will thus be entitled come tbe property of the subscriber under said section 2324.
to back pay of over $400.
Dated March 19th, 1903.
'
ALEX CONRAD,
Signature.
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Carmen

Bizet
Mr. Ed F. Thomas
Joseph Dlgneo, lately of Trinidad,
Intermission
Colo., and formerly in business in San
Overture by Italian band
ta Fe, has been appointed industrial Overture
Poet and Peasant.. .Suppe
teacher In the United States Indian inGrand Orchestra
dustrial school at the capital.
Cavatina, aria from Lucia de Lamer-moo-r
Donizetti
Disbursing Officer.
Mrs. Cuneo
Surveyor General Morgan O. Llew
ellyn, a member of tbe United States Kentucky Home, with Variations...
Foster
land commission, was elected its disSecond Orchestra
bursing officer at the meeting held on
Romance, from Maritana
Wallace
Monday last.
Mrs. Wendell
Arr. by DI Mauro
American Air
Therritorial Funds.
Third Orchestra
Territorial Treasurer J. 11. Vaughn
has received the following collections: Sextette, from Lucia de Lamermoor
Donizetti
From H. O. Bursura, superintendent of
Grand Orchestra
the territorial penitentiary, $270, conBall
victs' earnings; I. N. Jackson, treasurer and collector of Otero county, of Cblckering Bros, piano kindly loan1902
taxes, $66.20; W. H. Gulney, ed by Hall ft Learnard.
Tickets on sale at O. A. Matson ft
treasurer and collector of Luna county,
Co.
of 1902 taxes $75.70.
From J. E. Griffith, clerk of the Fifth
Mesa Resort
Judicial district, $295.05, fees; from
Three miles from town, Just north
Eugenlo Romero, treasurer and collec- of Mountain road. Covered wagon up
tor of San Miguel county, of 1900 taxes and lack every day. Tent room with
$7.91; of 1901 taxes, $8.50, and of 1902 best of water or board and lodging;
taxes, $185.20; from Hermene O. Baca, terms reasonable. For particulars Intreasurer and collector of Socorro quire this office.
county, of 1901 taxes, $276; and of 1902
taxes, $333.88; from Solomon Luna,
Death of a Gambler.
Harry Davis, a gambler, who has
treasurer and collector of Valencia
county, of 1901 taxes, $39.86, and 1902 been in the city for some time, fell
dead In the Lobby saloon last night
about 8 o'clock. He was seated at
tbe chair of the lookout in the faro
game when be suddenly and without
warning, threw up bis bands and gave
up the ghost.
Tbe event was so startling that the
gamblers at tbe table could not realize what had happened.
In a few

of-O- ve

Notice for Publication.
j
(Homestead Entry No. 4381.1
(
Department of tbe interior, Land Office
at Santa Fe, N. M., March 12, 1903:
Notice is hereby given that tbe fol
lowing-namesettler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, end that said
proof will be made before the Clerk ot
tbe Probate Court at Albuquerque, N.
M., on April 21. 1903, viz.: William H.
H. Allison, for the EH of NWV4, and
lots 1 and 2, Sec. 19, T. 10 N., R 4 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove bis continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
John W. Harnett, of Albuquerque, N.
M.; Joseph F. Sulzer, of Albuquerque,
N. M.; William Hart, of Albuquerque,
N. M.; Edward F. Weed, of Albuquer
d

MOTHERS, DO YOU KNOW

the

birth medicines, and
women ia tne treatment
,
j
.i uw
t ucucaie organs, contain more oi
leM OOiutn.
, tnnrnhin
,
.n
r
;v.umoc r.
Do You Know that "v
in most countrie.
u.UgK.ia sre not permitted to sell
Ubl'ng them poisons r
.Y?" Kn.?w lh,t y
ahould not
take internally ay medicine for tn
paaccompanying pregnancy.
Do You Know that
Frieod
Is applied externally Mother's
only?
Do You Know that Mother's Friend
prescription, and that it
? V"'ebrated over
forty ye,r. ni tn
"."
.
bears the nam
fhe
'JVt.
of The Brsd field Regulator Co. r
Do you know that when you nt this
remedy during the period of gesUtioo
that vou will be free of pain and beat
healthy, hearty and clever children r w
Well, these thing are worth knowing.
They are facts. Of druggku at ji.oo.
Don't be persuaded to try a substitute.
manysp-calle- d

narcot-cVw,t.h.o-

que, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

Fine Crockery.
the celebrated Claries
Meaken and other noted brands just
received and you will be surprised to
see how cheaply you can buy them. W.
V. Futrelle Furniture Co., corner Sec
ond street and Gold avenue.
A fine line of

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladles can depend upon securii
permanent relief from Irregular
painful periods by using these wafei
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by pur
chasing only from our agent
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., im
porters.
W. Y. Walton, prescription druaa-lat- .
corner Railroad avenue and Third
Ourflittle book "Motherhood" free. street, Albuquerque. N. II., sole agent
1HI KAOFIILI tCtUUTOa CO, atlaala,
for Bernalillo county.
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Hon. J. M. Sandoval was a passenger for Santa Fe last night.
Deputy Sheriff Newcomer lias returned from a trip to Las Vegas.
J. Oundleflnger, manager of the
goat ranch, near I. amy, Is an
Albuquerque visitor.
The
Benevolent sorlety Is holding a meeting this attarnoon
at the law offlee of Attorney F. W,
Clancy.
Mrs. Joseph Price, of Socorro, Is
here visiting her daughter, Mrs. L. B.
Stern. She arrived this morning and
will remain several days.
H. C. Yontz, the Jeweler of Cerrillos,
was here yesterday purchasing goods.
He returned to the well known mining
town, up north, last night.
Louis B. Hunlng has signified his Intention of resigning with the Bank of
Commerce and will leave fn the near
future for the City of Mexico.
The spacious seats of the local station house are being divided into
spaces large enough for one person to
keep lazy people from lying down.
Mrs. William McClurken Is entertaining this afternoon the ladles' Aid
society of the Presbyterian church at
her residence, No. b02 South Second

nln
"tnr
with chrotild ton.
tlpatlnnTf d diirlnf thlatnfftd
n
llm I hmt to tk
Injoctlon tif warm
hoora bf fora
trfrrS4
oo'
I could
n wIoq on ny bncl. Hppllr 1
rri Cunnli, and todar I m Wfll nun.
Iinrlni the nln ?art bfor I ii.cd Cucunli I
ultcr.d untold ml. 017 with lntrn! pile.. Think
to too I m fr front
a ,
,t,n mornlne. Vo
can uit tlili u behalf of tnlT-rihiuran'.tr."
B. i'. I'iiLer, Koanok. 11U
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Stylich
Low Shoeo
to give the proper finish to your
new Easter Gown and Hat. Newest styles, most fashionable leathers, lowest prices and satisfaction
guaranteed. We shall be pleased
to haveyou call and examine them
McKAY SEWED,

POXGOLA,

$1.50. $1.G5.
VICI KID, HAND TURN,

$2.25. $2.50. $3.00.
VICI KID, EXTENSION SOLE,

$2.25. $2.75.
PATENT KID, EXTENSION SOLE,

street.

Candy cathartic '

Do (Vkm),
PlMn. rl.uble,
or Orinc 10c. KctOc. Nerer
WkenPon,Tt0Ml.

vV,"f

old In balk.

Th

Ubl't UirnwU
to ear csnalne
or your money back.
Uuntd
Sterling Remedy Co.,
0 or N.V.

C O

Chictf

O.
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ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

take Miss Biaithwaite's place
the choir. Ralibl Jacob H. Kaplan
is again able to resume his work and
will begin to lecture Sunday morning
on the subject of "Freedom." The public is cordially invited, both Friday
evening and Sunday morning.
P. F. McCanna returned this afternoon on the flyer from Denver, where
he has been attending a meeting of the
United States Fidelity & Guarantee
company. Mr. McCanna came as far
as Albuquerque with Mr. and Mrs. A.
W. Gfllett, of Denver, who are en
route to Los Angeles. Mr. Glllett Is
the attorney for the United States
Fidelity & Guarantee company, and
was one of the principal orators at the
meeting.
It has been suggested to 'i he Citizen
that it would be a good idea for Street
Commissioner Tierney to make a care
ful Inspection of tne alleys, and order
the removal of all tin cans and gar
bage before the visit of President
Roosevelt to this city. A Citizen representative took a walk down an alley,
not very far from the postoffice, the
other day, and found tin cans galore,
kitchen refuse and huge piles of ashes.
Hot weather Is approaching and these
nuisances should not be allowed to exist, especially when there Is an ordi
nance on the subject.
min will
In

Announcement Extraordinary!
A

Few Facts Relative tp Our Ready Made Clothing

Our entire Spring line of Men's Ready-to-WeSuits over 200 distinctly new patterns are
now at hand. They are the products ol the foremost manufacturers each suit being perfect in fashion, fabric, finish and fit, no matter the value. They comprise the largest, most
complete line cf Men's Suita ever on sale in the southwest. We can fit any man no matter the size. The price on ever suit is right marked honestly, conscientiously and
extremely low considering the quality. These are not boasts we know whereof we
speak, but to substantiate the above and to make it worth your while to investigate, we offer
INSURED CLOTHING
Any suit which goes wrong, either in wear or quality, will be replaced by one of equal value
ar

Albuquerque Encampment, No. 4, I.
All patriarchs are requested
to be present at the regular meeting
PATENT KID, HAND TURN,
tonight. Degree work. D. G. Miller,
scribe.
$3.50.
Fred P. Turnuie. of Des Moines,
Iowa, who spent the winter months In
Distinctive Feature About
Distinctive Feature About
Albuquerque, has gone to Boulder,
Colo., where he has entered the shoe
Our Ready Made Clothe
FOR THE EASTER FESTIVAL
Our Reedy Made Clothe
business.
Watson Downs, territorial represen
our stock of superior food products tative for the Scranton Correspond
arm mmt a mart
arc madm with
comprise everything in fine groceries. ence schools, returned to the city last
arm patmnt
mr cum tom-tallornight after a week of business In the
9-- 4
and high
In. outlet
magabim,
non
and
We carry none but the best brands of Meadow city.
mag
Don't
allowing a I -out
arm mmdm to
be
can't
preserved
mhapm.
or
vegetables
and
canned
Dr. and Mrs. H. S. Squires, promin
terationm.
tit.
fruits, the most delicious coffees and ent people of Aguas Callentes, Mexico,
teas, potted meats and fish, and relia- who have been stopping In the city
the pa3t few days, left last night, reFOR
ble staples of every kind and descrip- turning home.
FOR
tion.
J. H. Bearrup, president of the Rio
$8-Q10-$- 12
Grande Woolen Mills company and
the Albuquerque Wool Scouring mills,
W. V. Wolvln, D. D. S., Dental Sur
returned this morning from a trir io geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
Over a hundred new patterns to seSuits for every day wear and for dress
Flagstaff, Arizona.
Successor to J. L. Bell & Co.
block. Both 'phones.
lect from equal to the $25
$15
as
high
as
sell
elsewhere
that
E. F. Montoya, son of J. M. Mon-toy0
.Nob. 118 and 120 South Second St
quality Coats made In 3 or
In
worsteds
unfinished
and
made
A
new upright piano for rent. In
of Pena Blanca, and Miss
sacks with the new rounded
patcassimeres in many new novelty
Beaulia Leyba, also of the same town, quire at The Whltson Music Co.
Lim.miiwHBggiarvT
cut-o
way
corners all lined with the
will be united in marriage at Pena
3
coats
sack
or
and
terns
LADIES, ATTENTION!
Blanca on April 20.
finest material throughout made from
or
breasted.
single
double
Shirt waist sets, embroidered lace
A camping party consisting of Grov-e- r
all the new high class woolen novelSPECIAL
Strong, Roy Freelove, Irvln and and all kinds of fine needle work done
in Imported
Worsteds,
Cassities
A fine Black Clay Worsted
well
"Snapper" Hale left this morning for a to order.
meres
Covert
Cloths.
MRS. N. II. ANDRUS.
and
four or five weeks outing at Jemez and
value
$15
a
Easter
for
$12
422 West Marquette avenue.
You Will Want a Pair of
Sulphur hot springs.
o
Clarence French, of Belen, passed
Taxpayers of precincts 12 and 26, of
through the city this morning en route
or
to hlo home at Cleveland, Ohio, where the city of Albuquerque, can leave
to go with your Easter gown and he is called on account of the serious their tax returns at the office of F. H.
We are showing the most fashionable and exclusive line of suits ever on display here would do credit to a
Kent, on Third street, for the next
the place to buy them is at our Illness of his mother.
made In all the latest approved styles from the very finest Scotch and English
city twice our size
esfew
days,
assessor
has
where the,
Miss Johnston, a thorough teacher
Stripe Novelties every suit made for style and service.
Wool
store. Our lines of Spring FootSilk
mixtures,
and
and
purpose,
of stenography
typewriting, has tablished an office for the
wear are complete and include an advertisement andin today's Citizen
o
all the new shapes and lasts. The
She has a class of pupils, but wants
more scholars.
prices are right. Callandsee them
Tomorrow: Small channel cat fish,
Edward Grunsfeld, district manager
OLIVES, PRESERVES
sea bass, smelts,
for the Equitable Life Assurance so- salmon, gulf trout,
fish, torn cod, striped Pickles and table relishes; all fresh;
flounder,
red
T. MUENSTERMAN
ciety, who is suffering from an acute
no stale goods. Call and give us a
case of rheumatism, left this morning bass, lobsters, patent case oysters. trial. D. WEILLER & CO.
your
Friday.
SAN
for
Place
orders
for Las Vegas hot springs to rest up a
224 South 8cond St.
Opposite Postoffice.
JOSE MARKET.
bit.
0
F. G. Colburn left laBt night for Fre
NEW 8TOCK.
donia, Kan., where he will soon engage Iris Brand California Canned Goods
On diamonds, watches or any good
MONEY TO LOAN.
In business for himself. He was the
security. Great bargains In watches
also
efficient depot agent for Wells-FargOn diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any
Our old reliable Monarch brand. If of every description.
0. W. STRONG & SONS.
Express company, which position Is we can't please you no one need try.
good security; also househoVi goods
A. H. YANOW
me;
confidential
strictly
stored with
now filled by B. A. Hagens.
209 South Second street, a few doors
D. WE1LLER & CO.
price
paid
household
for
Highest cash
Joseph McCreery, a personal friend
run a modern Hospital Am
north of postoffice.
The Grocers.
good. Automatic 'phone 120.
of Dr. D. H. Cams, of this city, passed
avenue.
Gold
114
WHITTEN,
T a.
bulance Day and Night
through Albuquerque this morning en
Best Grades..
'
route to his home at Pittsburg, Pa.,
HONEY.
;
STENOGRAPHY AND TYPEWRITING
from Mexico. Mr, McCreery visited
' A
can of the best extracted
Cotton add Rubber
Prompt and Careful Service
here several days some time past.
honey for $4.00; 13 pounds for $1.00.
J. H. Holllngshead, brother of Edit
W. P. Alltn, P. O. Box 202.
Carden Hose
or Hollingshead, of the St. Louis
BOTH
PHONES.
Look Into Kleinwort's
market on
is at the Alvarado
North Third street. He baa the nicest
North 8econd St
very ill. He arrived about a week
tresh mca'.s in the city.
who is a graduate of the Smith Business College, at Paducah,
ago from the east in the hopes of se
Hose Nozzles
o
I
curing
here,
relief
instead
has
but
North Third street,
TEAS AND.. COFFEES.
Ky., has fitted up parlors at H3
Lawn
gradually declined.
None to excjefc'few to equal. Call on
McSPADDEN-SPRINGEMr. and Mrs. W. W. Strong have o where she will teach Stenography and Typewriting to
D. Weillcrft Co., Gold avenue grocers.
Lawn Rakes
as their guest for a couple of weeks
both day and night pupils. All desiring to fit themselves
Winter is over and you are safe in TRANSFER COMPANY A. H. Gresia, of Lawrence, Kas. Mr.
for general office work call and see her.
discarding your high shoes for
Gresia Is an old friend of the Strong
COnPLETE LINE OF
Our stock of spring styles is
family, and having Just survived a
HAUL ANYTHING
realy for your Inspection and we wish
severe case of pneumonia is sojourn
QARDLN TOOLS.
Piano Moving a Specialty.
to call your particular attention to the
ing In New Mexico recuperating.
He
Colo. Phone 48 expresses himself quite well pleased
dainty styles we are showing this year Auto. Phone 297
at exceptional low prices. It will pay
with the climate here.
you to examine them at C. May's PopDr. W. K. Wylder, of St. Louis, Is In
Kodo!
ular Priced Shoe Store, 208 West Railthe city, and will probably become
signs the OSTEOPATHIC DILL,
road avenue.
Digests what vou tr.f.
Identified with the local medical fraGOVERNOR OTERO
Doctor Conner of this city, permitting to Gradternity in the future. He is well acquainted with Dr. George Kunz, of this
uates of recognized Osteopathic colleges to practice In New Mexico.
"If you want to know what stylish men will wear this Season, ask
city and a iormer graduate of the New
The legal fight is over and Dr. Conner will still be found in his ofllce for
.
to see Stela Block nobby cloths."
Mexico university, and says the Albuthe practice of Osteopathy medicine and Surgery.
querque physician and surgeon la get
ting along splendidly In St. Louis.
News has been received here that
Sol Lowttzkl, a prominent citizen of
As the result of a bargain purchase,
Santa Fe, died at that place this morn
we can offer you four straight ten
Ing, succumbing to infirmities of old
age. He was M years OKI. He was
cents.
cent cigars for twenty-fiv- e
a member or the KulgliU of Pythias,
and very extensively interested in
We haye just received our
Have You Seen That Case of
business In the capital city. His son.
Hyman, has been In this city for sever
new line of Easter HOSIERY
Fine Mechanical Tcols
al weeks past.
and TIES.
The Choral society of the university
'
.
J' f
it".
will meet for regular rehearsal tonight
in Our Window
WHITE PIQUE
at 8 o'clock. Rehearsals will be held
Four In Mmndt
regularly hereafter every Monday
'A
ONE INCH SILK
night, even when Mr. Walker is absent
We Also Carry a Lurg Stock of
au
Four In Handt
from the city. It Is very Important
t( STARRETTS
N
that every member should attend these
NOBBY ALL SILK
The new scores of Hia
rehearsals.
Cravat and Puff a
watha will l.e at the public library hall
and
next Monday night.
Lisle Thread Fancy Hosiery
will
be
Temple
services
Albert
At
held Friday evening at 7:45 p. iu.. con
ducted by Birthold Spitz and Rabbi
Jacob H. Kaplan. The choir will be
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
In charge of Miss Braithwalte and
Mrs. Israel. Saturday evening begins
the Jewish passover. Special services
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
will be held at the Temple Sunday
mroulng at 10:3". Miss Marie Benja- - una

$3.00.

O. O. F.

Shoulders

Collars

Rockets

..Seams..

ad

Q1S and 18

F. F. TEOTTER

made-to-ord-

a

J3

Easter Shoes for All
OXFORDS

SHOES

.FOR

20 and

22.

Lb

MONEYIOLOANl

K

S.

POST

& CO.

HARDWARE

r

Globe-Democra- t,

201-21-

Miss L. M. Johnston

1

flowers

R

Dyspepsia Cure

Ties
Easter
and

Smokers.

Specialty Osteopathy

Hosiery

Fine Goods

.

4 for 25 cents

.

35c, 50c and 75c

E. L. WASHBURN

Carpenters' Tools

Clear Havana

Builders' Hardware

ifA AM & SA7
3 Postal
Pharmacy

Albuquerque Hardware Company

